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Abstract 

Nowadays, miniature and intelligence make wearable system advance to the 

leading-edge applications, such as telemedicine, patient rehabilitation and chron

ic disease analysis. However, energy-efficiency of wearable-end sensor nodes 

becomes a big issue for user experience in these applications. Huge volume of 

biodata sensing and intelligent bioevent analysis rapidly drain the battery stor

age in sensor node. Therefore, energy-efficiency of wearable sensor node needs 

to be tackled in urgent. With more energy savings, the lifetime of wearable sys

tem can be prolonged to reduce the recharging trouble. Better energy-efficiency 

can even improve the form factor of wearable nodes. 

To address the energy-efficiency challenge, we proposed a holistic compressed 

sensing (CS) based framework to jointly optimize the sensing architecture and 

computing architecture. We design our sensing architecture from three aspects, 

including parameter agility, information screen and signal dynamics, to exploit 

the opportunity of energy savings. We integrate circuit-level design parameter 

into CS architecture to explore better trade-off between energy and performance 

with the help of time-efficient design space exploration algorithm. We develop 

an information screening module to complete the low-effort data analysis task 

in the sensor node to avoid the energy-hungry wireless transmission. We also 

propose dynamic knob to make the sensing architecture adapting to the data 

XVl 



dynamics, which is a common case in biosiganl processing. Finally, we inves

tigate the optimization of computing architecture by cross-end implementation 

of the finer-grained computing primitives. 

Our contribution is three-fold: 1) We divide the intractable energy-efficiency 

problem of wearable system into two easier sub-parts, sensing and computing. 

We optimize our design from these two aspects jointly; 2) We model and de

velop algorithms to guide the improvements of the architecture and design; 3) 

We propose a holistic solution to tackle all the challenges and make large-step 

improvement on energy efficiency of wearable system. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Advancement in technology has led to continued miniaturization of sensing, 

computing and communication devices. This enables wearable systems [1] for 

a broad range of new applications in a number of important domains, such 

as wellness and healthcare [2, 3]. Due to their increasing impact on various 

aspects of our lives, wearable computing systems have become a growing area 

in the global electronic markets, hitting a market value of $14 billion in 2016 and 

likely reaching $34 billion by 2020 [4]. 

Early applications of wearable computing systems mostly focus on health 

monitoring [5, 6]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, a body sensor network (BSN)-based 

wearable computing system is usually comprised of a body sensor (e.g., an ECG 

pulse wristband) and a data aggregator (e.g., smartphone). The body sensor 

acquires body signals and wirelessly streams the data to the local aggregator. 

The data aggregator then uploads the personal body events to cloud servers for 

health information analytics. Therefore, the early wearable computer systems 



2 

focus on the acquisition of health data [7]. 

A data 
aggregator (e.g., 

smartphone) 

Datain ~ 
Wireless ,;:::::::.. 

A body sensor 
node (e.g., ECG 

pulse band) 

Figure 1.1: The architecture of a wearable computing system that consists of a 
body sensor and a data aggregator. 

With the recent advances in sensing and computer technology, Body Sensor 

Network (BSN) has been widely applied in various domains, such as healthcare 

tele-monitoring [8], sports enhancement [9], and assisted rehabilitation [10]. En

ergy efficiency is becoming the most challenging issue in the BSN system de

sign. Due to the scaling of data throughput with the development of hardware 

and computing technology, wireless transmission has become the biggest ener

gy consumer in the entire BSN system [11, 12]. In recent years, the Compressed 

Sensing (CS) theory [13] provides a promising solution to tackle the energy

efficiency challenge in wireless communication. The CS theory allows an ac

curate recovery by sampling the signals at a lower rate, which is proportional 

to their intrinsic salient information rather than their bandwidths. By breaking 

the lower bound of sampling rate defined by the traditional Shannon-Nyquist 

theorem [14, 15], CS has its great potential to lower the power consumption on 

wireless data transmission by transmitting the data in a more compact manner. 
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In 2004, D. Donoho, E. Candes and T. Tao first discussed the concept of Com

pressed Sensing in [13, 16, 17]. Besides energy-efficient sensing [18], CS theory 

has been successfully applied to many different fields. M. Duarte et al. [19] de

signed a single pixel camera based on CS, and J. Wright et al. [20] employed 

the CS theory for face recognition to reach astonishing results. However, some 

fundamental technical challenges on the practice of Compressed Sensing in the 

BSN system remain unsolved. One of the concerns is that analog signals in mod

ern computing system must be digitized before wireless transmission, and the 

quantization effect in compressed sensing is still under study regarding energy

performance trade-off. For example, different parts in BSN system emphasize 

on different design criteria. Specifically, distributed body sensors are usually 

energy bounded, and more sensitive to energy consumption, while data aggre

gators are more focusing on data quality. 

On the other hand, biosignals from the human body tend to change dynam

ically, and these signals are governed by the physics of the human body. These 

properties endow the time-varying sparsity nature of biosiganls, also known as 

biosignal dynamics. Therefore, it seems promising to obtain a significant gain 

(such as a better sensing efficiency in CS architecture) if the sensing mechanis

m is coherent with the dynamic wave and self-adapts to the setup. However, 

there is no sophisticated research yet on CS towards biosignal dynamics, and 

the state-of-the-art CS structure is rigid and lacks adaptivity, which consider

ably degrades the energy-efficiency in structure-variational signal acquisition. 

Meanwhile, direct analysis in the compression domain provides a theoreti

cal cue to support the light-weight analysis computing occurring in the energy

constrained sensor-end. Direct analysis of compressed data can significantly 

reduce the computational cost [21, 22, 23, 24]. One successful example is that 
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special visual features can be extracted from MPEG video files for understand

ing physical properties of video contents [25]. The random projection based 

compression analysis is also explored, where the text and image are successfully 

classified [26]. Since the birth of Compressed Sensing, the mathematicians have 

been exploring the possibility of analyzing compressively sensed data without 

reconstruction [27]. Shoaib et al. have even proved that direct analysis can ob

tain better results on unreconstructable compressed data which doesn't satisfy 

the RIP constraint [28]. In recent years, some researchers start to implemen

t the compressed analysis algorithms into the front-end hardware in wearable 

medical applications [29]. 

To make up the occasional error from the light-weight signal analysis in the 

compression domain, an inference unit with super discrimination ability is nec

essary to be employed at the server end. Deep learning [30] is widely emerging 

in recent years due to its remarkable ability to sense the potential rule behind 

the big data. Thanks to the parallel computing on GPU and advanced train

ing skills, the current deep learning framework can support an extremely deep 

network with surprising learning ability. A lot of deep learning models are de

signed and improved in computer vision domain, such as image classification, 

object tracking and image captioning. The performance of deep learning is also 

examined on biomedical signals [31]. 

Moreover, there is an increasing demand to push analytic capabilities to 

wearable computing systems locally [32, 33]. Performing data analysis local

ly in the aggregator can enable real-time feedback and timely intervention to 

chronic longitudinal care. For example, 326,200 people experienced cardiac ar

rests in the U.S. in 2015 and only 10.6% survived [34]. A wearable heart monitor 

with an abnormality analytic engine [35], rather than in the cloud and relying on 
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Internet access, can detect cardiac arrests in real-time and significantly increase 

the chance of rescuing the victims. More broadly, there is a pressing need to sup

port real-time analysis of a variety of vital body signals, such as heart signals, 

brain signals and muscle signals, right in the BSN system and other wearable 

computing systems alike. 

Conventionally, the widely used approach to achieve real-time analysis of 

various body signals is the generic classification algorithm, which is originally 

designed for the mainstream non-wearable biomedical applications (e.g., [36]). 

Unfortunately, the typical generic classification designs usually employ a computing

intensive structure consisting of a set of feature extractors and classifiers [37]. 

Early work [38] has indicated that a generic classification implementation can 

drain a 40mAh battery (which is standard in wearable sensor nodes such as the 

ECG pulse wristband) in less than 6 hours, which greatly handicaps the longi

tudinal healthcare services of wearable computing. 

1.2 Contribution and Outline of Dissertation 

In this dissertation, we propose a holistic compressed sensing based framework 

to optimize sensing and computing jointly for wearable computer system to im

prove its energy-efficiency. On one hand, we tackle a series of challenges includ

ing architecture agility, biosignal dynamics and meaningful bioevent screening 

on biosignal sensing in wearable system. On the other hand, we develop a cross

end architecture solution to efficiently integrate the intelligence computing en

gine into wearable system. Our contribution can be summarized as three-fold: 

• We divide the intractable energy-efficiency problem of wearable system 

into two easier sub-parts, sensing and computing. We optimize our design 
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from the both aspects jointly; 

• We model and develop algorithms to guide the improvements of the ar

chitecture and design; 

• We propose a holistic solution to tackle all the challenges and make large

step improvement on energy efficiency of wearable system. 

Chapter 2 is an overview of preliminaries and related work. Chapter 3 

presents the configurable compressed sensing architecture and explore its agili

ty. Chapter 4 illustrates the details of dynamic knob on CS architecture and 

Chapter 5 introduces the design of our selective CS architecture. Chapter 6 

shows our cross-end architecture design to optimize the energy-efficiency for 

computing part in wearable system. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this disserta

tion and discusses the future potential works. 



Preliminaries and Related Work 

2.1 Compressed Sensing Theory 

CS theory is a newly emerging analog-to-information sampling scheme for the 

signals that are known to be sparse or compressible under certain basis. We as

sume x lies in an N-dimension vector space and is sampled using M-measurement 

vector y: 

y = <l>x, (2.1) 

where <I> E R M x N is the sensing array, which models the linear encoding, and 

Mis defined as the sampling rate in N-dimensional CS. The elements in <I> are 

either Gaussian random variables or Bernoulli random variables [39]. Because 

of M <<N, the formulation in (2.1) is undetermined, and signal x cannot be u

niquely retrieved from the sensing array <I> and measurements y. However, un

der certain sparsity-inducing basis lf E R N x N , the signal x can be represented 

by a set of sparse coefficients u E RN: 

X = lfu, (2.2) 
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that is, the coefficient vector u, under the transformation lf, has few non-zero 

elements. Therefore, based on (2.1) and (2.2), y, can be represented as follows: 

y = <l>lfu = E>MxNU, (2.3) 

where E>MxN = <l>lf is an M x N array, called the measuring matrix. Due to the 

prior knowledge that the unknown vector, u, is sparse, it is possible to estimate 

the value, u, using the f o minimization formulation as follows: 

u = min llu llo s.t. IIY - E>u ll < €, (2.4) 

where € is the reconstruction error margin. The formulation in (2.4) is a de

termined system with a unique solution. However, the f o minimization is an 

NP-hard problem [40]. One of the methods to solve (2.4) is to approximate the 

f o minimization formulation to the £1 minimization formulation: 

U = min llu ll1 s.t. IIY - E>u ll < €. (2.5) 

Under the condition of restricted isometry property (RIP) [41], the £1 problem 

has been theoretically proven equivalent to minimizing the f o problem. The £1 

minimization is convex and can be solved within a polynomial time. 

2.2 Direct Compression Domain Analysis in Sensor 

Many researchers paid effort on exploring the opportunity of low-power sensor 

node design based on CS paradigm. In the beginning, only data compression 

and quantization were employed in the front-end (sensor node), while the sig-
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nal reconstruction and machine learning techniques were executed in the back

end (aggregator with powerful computing capability) [42]. The main task was 

to develop the new reconstruction algorithm to extend the lower bound of sam

ple number while keeping data analysis accuracy [43]. Some others were also 

working on the energy-efficient wireless communication protocols [44]. 

Subsequently, in-sensor signal processing was investigated. Mathematician-

s demonstrated the possibility of directly analyzing the compression data [45]. 

Random projection can preserve signal intrinsic information from high-dimensional 

raw data to low-dimension compressed representation [26]. This empowered us 

to avoid the computation-expensive reconstruction step and integrate the ma

chine learning procedure into the front-end. In this way, the system can dras

tically reduce the communication burden by only sending the analysis result 

instead of the entire data. Thus, the low-power compressed-domain comput-

ing engine with the entire analysis ability [46] became a hot topic. All kinds 

of the platform are explored for the feasibility. The general-purpose comput-

ing devices are not suitable for computing engine design due to limits of power 

or resources. For example, low-power micro-processor, represented by ARM 

M-series, is not ready for very tight power applications [47], and the micro

controller as TI msp430 are equipped with too few resources to support machine 

learning implementations [48]. Therefore, application-specific integrated cir

cuits (ASIC) stood out by its low-power consumption, which can make the pow-

er overhead of computing engine in front-end decrease to about lOOuW [49]. 

However, the popular idea until this time was still to implement the analysis 

logic as a whole. 
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2.3 Deep Learning 

Deep learning [30, 50] becomes a prevalent machine learning approach in recent 

years. It makes the great breakthrough compared with the traditional algorith

m in many applications, such as computer vision [51], speech recognition [52] 

and text analysis [53, 54]. Deep learning organizes "deep" neural networks to 

process the input data. Its layer-by-layer scheme makes deep learning digest 

the data features from the low level to the high level. Therefore, deep learning 

can learn effective data representation from big data to enable better application 

performance. 

Deep learning originates from the traditional neural network [55, 56, 57, 58, 

59]. Due to the constrains from data size, computing ability and advanced 

training skills, the neural network was not becoming "deep". With the de

velopment of Imagenet large scale visual recognition challenge (ILSVRC) [60], 

deep learning steps into the people's sight and shows its superiority on the dis

crimination ability. In 2012, Krizhevsky et al. designed the first deep learn

ing framework [61] to get the champion of the challenge with a large gap to 

the second place. This work opened the door of deep learning. Besides the 

big labeled high-quality data, it also brought the new training skills to sup

press the overfitting problem effectively, including ReLU activation function, 

dropout and local response normalization. It also employed GPU as its com

puting platform to achieve training time breakthrough. Subsequently, VGG [ 62] 

and GoogLenet [63] were proposed to further optimize the deep neural net

work architectures. Their common goal is to implement "deeper" network to 

improve the network performance. Some advanced training stills were also de

veloped, such as batch normalization [64] and auxiliary classifier. Recently, the 
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deep residual network was proposed to even advance the network discrimina

tion capability by residual design [65]. This idea solved the gradient vanishing 

problem in the deep learning and even extended the network layer to more than 

1000. 

2.4 Related Work 

Body sensor networks: Miniaturized wearable sensor devices along with a data 

aggregator (e.g., a smartphone) can form a body sensor network [66]. These de

vices on different body locations collaboratively provide pervasive health mon

itoring. Due to the energy constraint on wearable sensors, limited analytic ca

pabilities can be integrated into the sensor node. Therefore, most of the prior 

work focuses on how to transmit data from the wearable sensors to the data 

aggregator [67, 68] that has more energy budget and computational resources 

to implement sophisticated data processing algorithms [69]. However, as dis

cussed in this work, this in-aggregator approach is not sufficient to achieve the 

needed energy-efficiency of wearable nodes. 

Compressed Sensing: Most research works on Compressed Sensing are focus

ing on reconstruction algorithms to pursue lower sampling rate and better sig

nal quality. Reconstruction algorithms consist of three categories, greedy algo

rithm, convex optimization and iterative thresholding. Greedy algorithm aim

s to select the most significant components in sparsity-inducing bases, such as 

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [70] and Compressive Sampling Matching 

Pursuit (CoSaMP) [71]. Convex optimization method is based on optimizing t'1 

norm problem and its variants. Representatives include Basic Pursuit (BP) [72], 

NESTA [73] and Gradient Projection [74]. And iterative thresholding can solve 
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the t'1 penalized least square problem with fast speed, such as Iterative Splitting 

and Thresholding (1ST) [75] and Iterated Hard Shrinkage (IHT) [76]. Also, Liu 

et al. implemented an energy-efficient reconstruction algorithm on FPGA [77]. 

Although these reconstruction algorithms can either reduce the measurements 

dimension or improve the reconstruction accuracy, they ignore that quantiza

tion is an inevitable process when applying CS into practical applications. 

Quantization Effects: There are some existing works which take quantization 

effects into account. Dai et al. [78] studied the quantization effects on recon

struction error of CS. [41] and [79] mitigated the quantization effects by adapt

ing the CS reconstruction algorithm. Also, an optimal quantizer was designed 

in [80] for LASSO reconstruction under high-resolution quantization assump

tion. Above researches concentrate on reducing the impact from quantization 

by modeling this process as noise introducing, or designing a better quantizer to 

minimize the MSE compared with no quantization case. However, the quanti

zation effect on compressed signals is not the information of interest in practice. 

Fauvel et al. gave a comprehensive Electroencephalography tele-monitoring ar

chitecture in [81], but took the bit resolution of quantization operation as a con

stant value. In fact, the quantization effort on reconstruction error is indeed 

related to the over system performance. Moreover, they didn't investigate the 

impact of quantization effect on energy consumption in BSN applications. 

Data Dynamics: Prior research has proposed several methods to deal with the 

data dynamics. Their adaptivity assumptions are mainly based on two aspects: 

sensing matrix and compression ratio, also known as the compressive measure

ment number. For the sensing matrix, Malloy and Nowak proposed a compres

sive adaptive sense and search (CASS) [82] method to update the matrix on each 

iteration. Although it gains better performance, it needs to obtain the signals-
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parsity ahead of time. The research work of [83] presented an algorithm called 

adaptive compressed sensing (ACS) to optimize the measurement number. This 

method traverses possible measurement dimensions to compare the reconstruc

tion signal qualities and determine the optimal compression ratio, which is com

putationally intensive. To address this challenge, Wang et al. [84] presented an

other algorithm with similar concerns of ACS, called adaptive measurement 

adjustment (AMA). The measurement dimensions are changed through an ap

proach similar to the bisection method, and reconcile the inner contradiction 

between the interval and the accuracy. There is also some work dealing with 

these two factors together. Zahedi et al. [85] developed a multi-step look-ahead 

design to simultaneously consider the sensing matrix and compression ratio. 

Experiments verify its significant advantage over non-adaptive designs. These 

works are all simulation-based without referring to the circuit-level details. Al

so, they do not provide any specific scheme towards the data dynamics. 

Ultra-low power data processing: With the growth of wearable and mobile 

computers, data processing has been considered to shift from cloud end to user 

end [86, 87]. Orthogonal to conventional research effort on designing general 

ultra-low power [88, 89] or even energy-harvesting [90] techniques, a recently 

popular topic is to devise a specific data processing method, such as a convo

lutional neural network (CNN), into an energy-efficient implementation [91]. 

Although significant research thrusts in the computer architecture community 

have advanced the CNN unit for mobile applications [92], CNN is mainly used 

for image recognition rather than biosignal processing. There is no in-depth 

work towards optimizing the power consumption of the generic classification 

framework for biosignals. 

Hardware/Software Partitioning: Hardware/software partitioning is a system 
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approach to implementing an integrated design of hardware and software com

ponents in embedded systems [93]. The main foci in software/hardware parti

tioning is to identify the bottleneck of computing by software profilers [94] and 

design skilled techniques [95] to optimize the throughput on a hybrid platfor

m (e.g., CPU + FPGA [96]), where the reconfigurable hardware and software 

computing components are physically connected. However, in wearable com

puting, wearable sensors and the aggregator are physically located on different 

body parts and networked through wireless communication. Considering the 

energy disparity between wearable sensors and the aggregator [97], the opti

mization criteria and techniques in wearable computing are very different from 

the integrated hybrid platforms. 



Agile and Configurable Compressed 

Sensing Architecture 

In this chapter, we propose and investigate a configurable Quantized Com

pressed Sensing (QCS) architecture. Besides the sampling rate, which is al

ways referred to as architecture-level parameter in CS, it integrates the quan

tization operation in practice into the CS framework, bringing bit resolution 

as circuit-level design freedom. With extensive experiments, we have proved 

that quantization configuration is a sensitive factor in QCS architecture in term 

of its energy-efficiency. We built the model for the configurable QCS architec

ture to quantitatively evaluate its energy-performance trade-off. Moreover, to 

efficiently explore the design space of QCS, we developed a fast configuration 

algorithm, called RapQCS, and a triangle based rapid configuration method, 

called RapSprial, to further reduce the run time while compromising virtually 

no performance deviation of the QCS architecture. 
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3.1 Configurable Quantized Compressed Sensing Ar

chitecture 

In this section, we introduce the basics of our quantized compressed sensing ar

chitecture (QCS). We define the energy and performance model. We also explore 

the naive brute-force solution. 

3.1.1 Architecture Overview 

The traditional CS theory did not take the quantization into the formulation (see 

Eq. (3)). In practical applications, original signals are analog in nature and need 

to be quantized before transmitting over the wireless channel. Therefore, the 

compressed signal, y, should be processed by a quantization model formulated 

as follows: 

(3.1) 

where Qb (.) is the quantization function, and y is the quantized representation 

of y with b bits. When considering the quantization process into the Com

pressed Sensing architecture, the CS formulation is reformulated: 

u= min llu lli, s.t. IIY- 0u ll < €. (3.2) 

By solving the formulation in Eq. (8), we can obtain the sparse representation 

ufrom the quantized measurement y. Therefore, the reconstructed signal, x, is 

retrieved by: 

(3.3) 
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The sensing framework based on the formulation in Eq. (8) is defined as Quan

tized Compressed Sensing (QCS) architecture, which is illustrated as Figure 3.1. 

M bSensor Node 
1I----~ ,-------- --------------- --------1 
I I A I 

: Bio-sensor/ : x Rand0mized Y Quantization Y : Wireless
Encoding

1 
1 

Preprocessing ( Qb ( )) 1 Transmitter1 

: I (0MxN) . I : 

I --------------L---------------------------------~--------------1 
: Configurable Quantized I N-
1 Compressed Sensing Architecture : 1::

1-------------~---------------------------------~------- ------ I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

: -------------== ================================~-------------JData Aggregator 

Figure 3.1: Configurable Quantized Compressed Sensing Architecture in Body 
Sensor Network. The QCS includes three modules, Randomized Encoding, 
Quantization and Signal Reconstruction. 

The entire block diagram is a Body Sensor Network framework, incorporat

ing two key parts, on-body sensor node and data aggregator. On-body sensor 

node collects the vital bio-signals and implements simple yet necessary signal 

processing. Then it sends these data back to the data aggregator. The data ag

gregator can be a local server or remote cloud center to retrieve the collected 

sensing information for post-processing. In this framework, sensor node is sen

sitive to energy consumption due to the limited-life battery supplement, while 

the data aggregator focuses on the signal reconstruction quality for later anal

ysis. The transceiver of wireless communication is off-the-shelf module with 

low power consumption. It consists of wireless transmitter in sensor node and 

wireless receiver in data aggregator. Towards the body sensor network applica

tion of our proposed CS architecture, the transmitter in the sensor node should 

comply with certain medical specifications [98]. 

We can see that the Quantized Compressed Sensing architecture consists of 
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three parts, i.e., randomized encoding, quantization and signal reconstruction 

module. Original analog signals, which usually denote the raw analog da

ta, x E RN, coming from sensors, are encoded into an M-dimensional vector, 

y E RM, by linear encoding 0Mx N · Through the quantization scheme Qb(- ), 

every measurement becomes a certain b-bit digital representation, y. Wireless 

transmitter streams these digitalized measurement data to the receiver. When 

the wireless receiver extracts the data from the bit stream, it performs recon

struction algorithms to recover N-dimension original input signal x from the 

quantized M-dimension compressed measurements y. The reconstructed sig

nal xis sent to the data post-processing model for specific applications, such as 

signal classification [99], signal demodulation [100], signal separation [101]. In 

this architecture, linear random encoding and quantization modules form a dis

tributed node for sensor's flexibility. Reconstruction and post-processing func

tions are conduct in data aggregator. Note that as shown in Figure 3.1, in this 

QCS architecture, both sampling rate, M, in the random encoding module and 

bit resolution, b, in the quantization module are configurable. These parameters 

can be setup according to different applications. 

3.1.2 Models of Energy and Performance in the QCS Architec

ture 

In this part, we will discuss the models of energy and performance. In the above 

Quantized Compressed Sensing architecture, the distributed node is energy 

bound with limited energy budget, and the data aggregator is performance

driven, focusing on the signal quality. In distributed nodes, the power con

sumption is dominated by wireless communication, and communication ener-
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gy is proportional to the volume of data stream. Therefore, its energy model can 

be formulated as follows: 

E = C X M X b, (3.4) 

where M is the sampling rate, b is bit resolution in quantization in the QCS 

architecture, and C is the energy per bit, i.e., the energy consumption of trans

mitting 1 bit data1. We can change the power consumption of distributed nodes 

through the Mand b setup. The larger Mand b, the more energy consumption 

in the distributed nodes. 

The aim of the data aggregator is to reconstruct the original signal from the 

streaming compressed data for the post-processing. For the simplicity of pre

sentation, we use the reconstruction error as the performance metric in the data 

aggregator. Therefore, the performance model in the data aggregator can be 

defined as follows: 

P(M b) = ll x- xll 2X 1000/4 (3.5)' ll xll 2 °' 

where P(M, b) denotes the performance metric, i.e., the reconstruction error un

der the configuration of sampling rate, M, and resolution bit, b. xdenotes the 

recovered signal and x is the original input signal. Because xis directly derived 

from the measure y, the performance is affected by the sampling rate, M, and 

the bit resolution, b. Specifically, M has an impact on the performance of recon

struction algorithms, and b determines the quantization noise in the measures. 

From the models in Eq. (10) and (11), we can see the QCS architecture can reach 

different energy-performance trade-offs through the configuration of Mand b. 

1The energy per bit is determined by the wireless communication protocol and is usually a 
constant. 
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3.1.3 System Design Formulation 

In this part, we will present the design formulation towards CS-based distribut

ed systems. The distributed sensor nodes are with a capacity-limited battery, 

and the battery lifetime is usually the design constraint. 

Given an energy bound, Eo, for the distributed node, the design criterion in 

the QCS architecture is to find the optimal configuration of Mand b such that 

the energy E is less than Eo, and the reconstruction error is as small as possible. 

This design formulation can be formulated as follows: 

(M,b)apt = argmin(P(M,b)), s.t. C x M x b::; Eo, (3.6) 
M,b 

where (M, b)apt denotes the optimal energy configuration under energy bound 

Eo. We can see that the total design space in the formulation in Eq. (3.6) is 

b x M, where b is the bit resolution in the quantization, and M is the sampling 

rate. Note that the objective function is not in an analytic form, and the con

straint function is non-convex. Therefore, it is challenging to efficiently obtain 

(M, b)apt• 

3.1.4 Brute Force Algorithm 

The most straightforward method to find (M, b)apt is the brute force method. It 

is also called exhaustive searching, a general technique enumerating all poten

tial solutions to check if they satisfy the problem's statement. In our challenge, 

when energy bound Eo changes from Oto b x M, we can get a P-E trade-off point 

(M, b)apt on every energy bound. If we connect all these P-E trade-off points, it 

will form an optimal P-E trade-off curve, called Pareto's curve [102]. Once the 
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Pareto's curve is depicted in the P-E space, we can easily identify the optimal 

energy configuration (M,b)opt under any given bound Eo. So we first employ 

brute force method to search the entire Performance-Energy space for the Pare

to's curve and then set the optimal energy configuration under Eo by looking 

up the Pareto's curve. Actually, after we give the definitions of energy and per

formance, this problem can be solved by searching for a series of P-E trade-off 

points, that hold the best trade-off in lower energy interval. It can be formulated 

as follows: 

(M b) i+l - . II Ei+l Ei II ' opt - arg min opt - opt ' 
M,b 

(3.7)Ei+l > Eiopt opt'
s.t. 

{ P(E~tf) < P(E~pt), 

where i is the number of energy bound, (M, b)~pt is the i-th optimal energy con

figuration, E~pt is the energy level of (M, b)~pt and P(E~pt) is the performance 

metric of (M, b)~pt· We execute our searching by the ascending order of energy 

level. We start from the minimal energy level, and then increase the energy level 

gradually. It is common to exist for more than one (M, b) configuration on the 

same energy level, which results from our energy definition. Under this situa

tion, we exhaustively check every possible ( M, b) configuration for the optimal 

trade-off. That is, we take every energy configuration ( M, b) as our candidates, 

but our searching order is by ascending order of energy values. The entire algo

rithm is as ALGORITHM 1. 

We can see from the brute-force algorithm that we execute reconstruction 

for each specific parameter configuration. We adopt second-order cone pro

gramming (SOCP) [103] to solve the t'1 optimization problem in signal recon-
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struction. The SOCP can be solved under the time complexity of O(N3), where 

N is the dimension of the signal. Then the time complexity of brute-forcing the 

entire performance-energy space should be O(IM I x IbI x N3). We would like 

to show an example of the Brute Force algorithm on one EEG sample in Figure 

3.2. 

Algorithm 1 Brute Force Algorithm 

Input: Eo: given energy bound 
DE:the set of all the parameter configuration 
(M, b)min:parameter configuration corresponding to the least energy 

level 
checkl3(.) :function to check if configuration satisfies Eq. (13) 

Output: GE:set of configurations of P-E trade-off points. 
(M, b)optlEo:the optimal configuration with energy bound Eo 

1: GE= GE LJ(M,b)min 
2: (M,b)apt = (M,b)min 
3: for each (M, b) in DE do: 
4: ifcheckl3((M,b),(M,b) 0 pt) then 
5: GE= GE U(M, b) 
6: (M,b)apt = (M,b) 
7: end if 
8: end for 
9: 

10: for (M, b) E GE do 
11: if M x b ::; E0 then 
12: (M,b)optlEo = (M,b) 
13: else 
14: break 
15: end if 
16: end for 

From Figure 3.2, every red point represents a P-E point, located by its en

ergy configuration (M, b) and corresponding performance P(M, b). The green 

line is the Pareto's P-E curve, connecting all the P-E trade-off points, which are 

centered in the blue triangular markers. However, run time of Brute Force algo

rithm increases sharply as the candidate number grows, which can be demon-
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Figure 3.2: Brute Force Algorithm on one EEG sample: red point indicates a 
P-E point, blue triangular marks a P-E trade-off point and the green line is the 
Pareto's curve. 

strated by the above time complexity analysis. 

3.2 Design Space Exploration: RapQCS 

In practical applications, it is normal that an upper-energy bound is set to con

straint the system's energy consumption. For our Quantized CS architecture, 

the energy bound is usually set on the distributed node for its sensitivity to 

power consumption. It is a big challenge to fast locate the optimal energy con

figuration under a given energy bound. In the following part, we discuss this 

challenge and demonstrate how we overcome it. 

3.2.1 Energy-efficiency Control Formulation 

When there is an energy budget E0 for the distributed node, it is critical to find 

an optimal energy configuration corresponding to the best performance under 
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given constraint. This problem has been formulated in Eq. (3.6), which is an NP

hard problem without any polynomial optimal solutions. The performance in 

Eq. (3.6) refers to 1!0 form for its optimal solution. An intuitive solution is apply

ing Brute Force algorithm based on /!1 relaxation to search the sub-space entirely 

whose energy is limited in the bound E0. But this method is time-consuming 

and impractical to large-scale problems. Based on our empirical estimation, the 

energy level where optimal configuration locates should be just near the ener

gy bound. Thus, it seems not a wise way to search the whole bounded energy 

space. In next subsection, we will introduce a better heuristic local search algo

rithm based on the sensitivity analysis to fast locate the optimal configuration. 

3.2.2 RapQCS Algorithm 

In our QCS architecture, better performance under given energy budget is the 

ultimate goal. So we directly take the performance definition as the cost func

tion Jc of our optimization in RapQCS, assuming a is a specific parameter con

figuration: 

llx - xll2
Jc(a) = P(M,b) = llx ll2 X 100

o
1/o. (3.8) 

The cost function Jc is a multi-variable function. To efficiently tackle this prob

lem, the main idea of our sensitivity analysis is to search for a series of parame

ter configuration, an, satisfying: 

(3.9) 

By Eq. (3.11), it can guarantee that cost function Jc can converge to the optimal 

(or sub-optimal) solution [104]. For the convergence speed, we first define the 
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sensitivity CT at configuration ak: 

(3.10) 

Our sensitivity is a differentiable value set for all the possible adjacent param

eter configurations, ak+ l· Our goal is to find the adjacent configuration ak+ l 

corresponding to the steepest sensitivity value, the maximal in CT, for each pa

rameter configuration ak. 

(3.11) 

Therefore, the current challenge is how to find such parameter configuration 

sequence. Observing that the parameter configuration a relates to two dis

crete variables, sampling rate Mand bit resolution b, we adopt the neighbor

hood to construct the relationship between the adjacent parameter configura

tion pairs [105]. That is, we define ak+ l is the neighbourhood of ak. Next, we 

would like to introduce our neighborhood definition for the QCS design space. 

For simplifying the presentation of parameters representation, we define a pa

rameter space A in our Quantized CS architecture: 

(3.12) 

where Pi is the i-th parameter category affecting energy or performance in the 

architecture. For example, due to our energy's definition, Mand bare two pa

rameter members in this model. Since parameters are all discrete values, we 

first define a new neighborhood operator"----+" in the same parameter category 
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1 ::; k + d::; L, 
(3.13) 

otherwise, 

where skis the k-th configuration value of specific parameter Pi· Lis the dimen

sion of Pi· We named as the neighbor distance. Then we continue to introduce 

symbol Nd as the neighborhood set with d as the upper bound of neighbor dis

tance. 

(3.14) 

For example, N2 indicates that the neighbor distance from current position is no 

more than 2 units. By the Eq. (3.13), this case is setting d no more than 2. Here, 

we can rewrite our sensitivity definition by neighborhood representation: 

(3.15) 

We can find from Eq.(3.15) that the total number of sensitivity value on a specific 

parameter vector depends on parameter vector dimension !al and the neighbor 

distance d. In our BSN application, the parameter set A has two parameters, M 

and b. Thus, the value of !al is 2. Assuming we take neighbor distanced = 1, 

we may have (2d + 1) x (2 lal + 1) -1, 8 in total, sensitivity values for a specific 

configuration a. So if the local search chooses the most sensitive direction to 

proceed, which is with the fastest decreasing of the cost function, optimal (or 

sub-optimal) configuration can be achieved eventually. 

For a better convergence speed and a more stable solution, we would like to 

add a tuning phase to reasonably estimate an initial configuration ao before the 

https://Eq.(3.15
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local search based on sensitivity. 

(3.16) 

where His the application set. a0 pt(h, EB) is the optimal configuration of appli

cation h under energy bound EB. In the tuning phase, the Brute Force algorithm 

will be employed to search the P-E space for optimal configuration aapt(h, EB). 

So the whole algorithm of RapQCS algorithm is as ALGORITHM 2. 

Algorithm 2 RapQCS Algorithm 

Input: EB:given energy budget 
ao (EB): starting configuration 
Jc: cost function 
er( a): sensitivity at configuration a 

Output: aapt(EB): optimal configuration with EB 
1: aapt(EB) = ao(EB) 
2: Search for ( M, b): 

(M,b) = argmin(cr(aapt)), s.t. 
M ,b 

{ CTJ/;P~: ;B 
3: if find such (M, b) then 
4: aapt(EB) = (M,b) 
5: Go to Step (2) 
6: else 
7: EXIT 
8: end if 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the optimal parameter estimation of our 

RapQCS algorithm. In the figure, horizontal axis indicates the sampling rate 

M, the vertical axis is the bit resolution b, and the small colorful blocks display 

the different reconstruction error. We can see that reconstruction error has a 

decreasing trend, blending with fluctuations, as the Mand b increase. Specifi

cally, we use black line to delimit the solution space of brute forcing algorithm 
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Figure 3.3: An example to illustrate the RapQCS algorithm. The colorful blocks 
indicate the different reconstruction error levels. 

under energy budget 2.25 µJ. The brute-forcing method needs to probe each pa

rameter setup to search for the optimal solution. We also show the searching 

path and result of our RapQCS in the small red rectangular. Note that we zoom 

in the searching path of our RapQCS to make the result more clear in the big 

red rectangular. We can see from the zooming-in area that our trained staring 

point is just near the optimal solution. After several sensitivity propagation

s, our RapQCS algorithm terminates at the optimal solution. In practice, due 

to the quality of starting point estimation, RapQCS may proceed to the local 

minimum. We would like to demonstrate why our RapQCS is so rapid. The 

brute force and RapQCS have the same rum time for the same parameter setup 

probing, O(n3 ) . However, the brute force needs to calculate all the possible 

parameter combinations under specific energy constraint, just as delimitation 

by the black line. For Our RapQCS, it starts with a reasonable estimation by 

Eq. (3.16), and forwards to the optimal solution by the steepest performance

changing direction, empirically only needing few steps, less than 10, to come to 

the convergence. Therefore, our RapQCS algorithm drastically reduces the rum 
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time while keeping the signal quality. 

3.3 Design Space Exploration: RapSpiral 

In this section, we first identify a design metric, trade-off penalty to quantita

tively evaluate the P-E trade-off. Then we discuss some insights from the dis

tribution of the trade-off penalty in M-b space. Finally, we elaborate our rapid 

spiral scheme in details. 

3.3.1 Design Metric: Trade-off Penalty 

Our ultimate goal is to evaluate the P-E trade-off with respect to two parame

ters, sampling rate Mand bit resolution b. To remove the scale effect, we first 

normalize the reconstruction error, P, and energy consumption, E, with their 

maximal values. To this end, we define a trade-off penalty Ct to indicate the 

endeavour to achieve a certain level of the P-E trade-off, as the following: 

Ct(M,b) = ll(Pn(M,b),En(M,b)) - (0,0) 112, (3.17) 

where Pn is the normalized reconstruction error and En is the normalized ener

gy under the specific parameter configuration ( M, b). The Ct is the Euclidian 

distance between current P-E point and the origin point. 

Furthermore, if we take a close look at Eq. (3.17), we can find that the origin 

point is the ideal case, which holds no reconstruction error with zero energy 

consuming. The design space of Pro-AIC comprises all the possible P-E points. 

So we can infer that a good parameter configuration towards the optimal P-E 

trade-off in the design space is the P-E point who holds the minimal distance to 
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the origin. The related problem can be formulated as the following: 

(M,b)apt = argminCt(M,b). (3.18) 
M ,b 

The smaller trade-off penalty means better trade-off achieved by our proposed archi

tecture. Therefore, our objective in Pro-AIC design is to rapidly determine the 

optimal parameter configuration who holds the smallest trade-off penalty. 

3.3.2 Trade-off Penalty Distribution in M-b Space 

We have a look at the distribution of the trade-off penalty Ct(M, b) to investigate 

its trend in the 2-D parameter space. An example of a real EEG signal segment 

to show the relationship between penalty Ct and the parameters, Mand b, is 

depicted in Figure 3.4. Our objective is to seek for the global minimum trade-off 

penalty in M-b design space. 
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Figure 3.4: The trade-off penalty distribution in M-b space. The x axis is the 
sampling rate and they axis is the bit resolution. Different colors indicate dif
ferent penalty levels. 

From the heat map in Figure 3.4, we can observe that the largest penalty 

regions appear at the left bottom corner and right top corner. The left bottom 
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is with almost zero energy, but the configuration of small M and b will cause 

large reconstruction error. The right top is with the best reconstruction quality, 

but consuming the largest energy. So these two extremes are marked as the 

largest penalty. The minimum penalty, the optimal, locates at the middle part 

in this 2-D space, marked by the pink five-pointed star. We can also see that the 

area around the right top corner has a significant decreasing trend. Although 

the left bottom area also has the penalty-decreasing trend, there are too many 

fluctuations. 

An intuitive heuristic method for trade-off penalty minimization is to use 

gradient descent (GD) algorithms. To keep a comprehensive study, besides tak

ing the right top as the starting point, numbered as 1, we also randomly choose 

other eight starting points, numbered from 2 to 9. We show all the traces of GD 

by the white triangle marker from each starting point, holding locally largest 

trade-off penalty. A common trend is that the penalty decreases fast by declin

ing of both Mand b, but it is trapped into the local minimum after just a few 

steps. We can observe that there are numerous local minimum distributed in 

the design space, due to the lack of dominator between Mand b. Especially, 

the starting point of case 4 and 5 are just near the optimal solution, but they 

don't have a chance to converge to the optimum. Therefore, the GD has a poor 

result affected by so many local minimum confusions, which make the rapid 

parameter configuration become an extremely difficult problem. 

The neighbor by neighbor searching scheme makes GD easy to stop at a 

point with large penalty. The key to improving the result quality is to explore 

the possibility to resist the local minimum, yet keeping the rapid speed as GD. 

Note that a prior knowledge is we already know the size of the M-b space. It 

will be feasible to push penalty-driven triangle to converge to the small penalty 
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Figure 3.5: A typical example to illustrate our RapSpiral algorithm to search for 
the optimal parameter configuration. 

area. 

3.3.3 Rapid Configuration Algorithm 

Our rapid configuration algorithm, RapSpiral, maintains a penalty-driven tri

angle to move towards the minimum penalty area, by drifting and shrinkage 

alternately. We have two rules through the proposed scheme: 1), We always choose the 

longest triangle edge to evolute; 2), We adopt penalty comparison for edge trim to gen

erate the new triangle. This method can jointly optimize the trade-off penalty and 

time-efficiency. We provide a typical example to illustrate our idea in Figure 3.5. 

Initially, we place a triangle on the design space, just like the triangle ABC in 

Figure 3.5 (a). To avoid the drawback from neighborhood searching, we use the penalties 

of the three-equal-partition points on the edge to evolute the triangle. This penalty

driven triangle can efficiently peel off the large penalty area and shrink to the 

area with small penalty. So we first partition edge AB into three-equals and 

compare the penalties on the two partition points, Ff and F}. Note that we use 

superscript to indicate the iteration number and adopt subscript as the partition 

number for partition points. If the penalty Ct(Ff) is less than Ct(F} ), we replace 

the edge endpoint B with Ff Then if the case is that Ct(Ff) is greater than 
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Ct(Fi), we replace the endpoint A with Ff. If the two penalties are equal, we 

update two endpoints simultaneously. In this example, we have Ct(Ff) is less 

than Ct(F} ), so we delete the area BCFi- We can observe that the small penalty 

area is just between CF} and CFf. There is no need to search the parameter 

configuration in BCF}. Then, the new triangle becomes CAF}. We drastically 

reduce the searching burden by this penalty-driven model. Another significant 

heuristic technique is we always choose the longest edge to start the new evolution. This 

is also the reason why we choose edge AB for the first triangle updating. 

Accordingly, we move to iteration 2 in Figure 3.5 (b ). In this iteration, we 

choose edge AC to evolute because it is the longest edge in CAF}. The penalties 

are equal from the both equal-partition points Ff and Ff Thus, we update the 

two endpoints A and C with partition points Ff and F}, respectively. Then the 

new evoluted triangle is FfF} F}. Note that we record the minimum penalty and 

corresponding parameter configuration for all our visited partition points: 

Ctmin = min{Ct(Ft), Ct(Fn }. (3.19) 
z 

This step is an easily ignored yet very significant measure to empower our spi

ral scheme possible to avoid the local minimum. Because our stopping criterion is 

the area of the penalty-driven triangle less than a pre-defined threshold€. The optimal 

penalty may occur at anytime in the evolution procedure. It is this technique that en

lightens our method a much higher probability to hit the optimum than GD. We will 

demonstrate this in the following experiment. In iteration 3 of Figure 3.5 (c), we 

continue to execute our rapid spiral scheme. We can observe that the penalty

driven triangle cuts off the large penalty area continuously and converges to 

the optimal penalty area. The pseudo code of the entire algorithm is listed in 

Algorithm 3. 
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Algorithm 3 RapSpiral: Rapid Configuration Algorithm 

Input: The axis of initial triangle A, Band C. Ct is the 
trade-off penalty. 

Output: The optimal parameter (M opt, bapt ) and the 
minimum penalty Ctmin 

1: Ctmin f---- INF; 
2: while Area(~ABC) > € do 
3: //Choose the longest edge 
4: Line f---- LongestEdge(~ABC); 
5: / /Spiral evolution 
6: (fl, f2) f---- PartitionPointFind(Line); 
7: if Ct(fl)2:Ct(f2) then 
8: Line.startPoint f---- fl; 
9: end if 

10: if Ct(fl):s;Ct(f2) then 
11: Line.endPoint f---- f2; 
12: end if 
13: / /Update parameters and minimum cost 
14: Ctmin f---- min(Ct(fl), Ct(f2), Ctmin); 
15: (Mopt, bopt) f---- minM,b{Ctmin}; 
16: UpdateTopology(~ABC); 
17: end while 
18: return (Mopt, bopt), Ctmin; 

In this algorithm, line 4 chooses the longest edge of the triangle. The line 6 

calculates the two equal-partition points. The two if structures from line 7 to 12 

judge the penalty comparison and make the decision of the updating for next 

iteration. Finally, from line 14 to 16, we record the configuration information if 

any one of the two points has smaller penalty. When the iteration terminates, we 

find the near-optimal parameter configuration ( M, b) and corresponding trade

off penalty. 

Lemma 1. The time complexity of the rapid spiral algorithm is O(log( IMI x lbl ) ). 

Proof: In this algorithm, the area of one single triangle will be reduced at least 

one third at each iteration. This procedure will continue until the area of the 
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current triangle is no more than the threshold €. In the worst case, we only 

need to consider the evolved triangle with two thirds area remaining in each 

iteration. The recursive formula is T(area)=T(2/3area )+0(1), and by the Master 

Theorem [106], the rapid spiral algorithm will converge by the time complexity 

oflog(area) = log( IM I x lbl)-

3.4 Experiments and Discussion 

In this section, we perform extensive experiments on biosignal sensing to quan

titatively demonstrate the performance of RapSpiral algorithm on configurabili

ty exploration. We compare parameter estimation accuracy and runtime among 

RapSpiral, gradient descent and brute force algorithms. 

3.4.1 Experimental Setup 

In biosignal family, EEG is a challenging representative, so we use the public 

available EEG benchmarks from the PhysioNet [107] as our testing data. We 

choose three lengths of EEG signal, N = 128, 256, and 512. The 128-sample 

EEG has 120 segments and the other two lengths have 10 segments of each. 

The sampling rate of all the EEG segments is 256 Hz. All the experiments use 

Bernoulli random array as sensing array and uniform quantization strategy. The 

inverse discrete wavelet transform is taken as the orthogonal transformation 

basis 1¥. All our experiments are carried out by Matlab, with Intel Core i7 3.4 

GHz and 8 GB memory. We adopt IPv6-based communication [108] to model 

energy consumption of wireless data transmission. By its experimental result, 

we can take C = 0.4 uJ /bit in the energy model. We use sensitivity analysis [109] 

as the gradient descent method in discrete domain. 
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3.4.2 Trade-off Comparison 

In this part, we examine the trade-off penalty among the RapSpiral, gradien

t descent and brute force algorithms. We use 120 continuous 128-sample EEG 

segments as the testing data. The maximal quantization bit resolution is 16 and 

the maximal measurement number is 128. For our RapSpiral method, we di

vide the entire design space into two equal triangles by the diagonal from the 

left bottom to the right top. The gradient descent starts from the right top corner, 

where bis 16 and Mis 128. The brute force algorithm directly visits each pos

sible parameter configuration. Due to the limited space, we illustrate accuracy 

results of 10 segments in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: The minimum penalty of RapSpiral, gradient descent and brute 
force. 

In Figure 3.6, the yellow bar indicates the minimal penalty found by gradient 

descent, the red bar is the result of our RapSpiral, and the black bar correspond

s to the brute force algorithm. Intuitively, the brute force algorithm obtains the 

optimal solution. The penalty of our RapSpiral is much closer to the brute force 
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case than gradient descent method. Specifically, the segment 6 and 9 both find 

their optimal solution. But the gradient descent is with poor accuracy with

out optimum hit experience. This is because gradient descent method is easily 

trapped into the local minimum. 
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Figure 3.7: The searching result of different strategies, gradient descent (GD), 
RapSpiral (RS) and brute force (BF). 

More specifically, we choose four segments, number 2, 4, 6 and 8, to show 

their final parameter finding in the normalized P-E space in Figure 3.7. We can 

find that the three parameter configurations are very close for segment 2. For 

the other three segments, the configuration of gradient descent is far behind the 

brute force and our RapSpiral. Especially, our RapSpiral hits the optimal solu

tion in Segment 6. If we have a closer look at the results from the four segments, 

a common trend is that our RapSpiral can always be near the inner envelop 

curve, while the gradient descent stops in the middle of the P-E space. The gra

dient descent is sensitive to the local minimum, which is fully distributed in 

the Pro-AIC design space. This firmly demonstrates the robustness of our Rap

Spiral algorithm resisting to the local minimum towards the near-optimal P-E 

trade-off. 

For a comprehensive comparison, we define the average trade-off penalty 

ATP to the optimal configuration in the brute algorithm for specific algorithm 

as, ATP = t f:,JCt~pec - Cttrute), where the Ct~pec is the minimum penalty of 
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the specific algorithm, either RapSpiral or gradient descent, for segment i. The 

Ctt,ute is the global minimum penalty. The average penalties are 11.41% and 

3.48% for the gradient descent and our RapSpiral. We use the maximal val

ue to normalize each attribute in P-E space, so 3.48% makes a great difference 

compared with 11.41%. This demonstrates the high accuracy of our proposed 

RapSpiral algorithm. 

3.4.3 Runtime Comparison 

We design this experiment to compare the runtime of the three algorithms. The 

setup is the same as the accuracy comparison section, and the results of run time 

are shown in Figure 3.8. Note that due to the large runtime of the brute force 

case, we adopt the logarithmic scale of the runtime axis for a clearer comparison. 
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Figure 3.8: The runtime comparison of RapSpiral, gradient descent and brute 
force. 
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In figure 3.8, the gradient descent and RapSpiral have the similar runtime, 

which are both much less than that of the brute force case. Our RapSpiral has 

a simple yet efficient searching strategy. The O(Zog( IM I x lbl)) time complexity 

enables its rapid speed. For gradient descent in this experiment, it is trapped 

into the local minimum after several steps forwarding. Specifically, the gradi

ent descent method goes down along the decreasing direction of bit resolution 

b. This is because large sampling rate M makes the bit resolution b dominate 

the signal reconstruction. When the gradient descent comes near the area with 

small penalty, the numerous local minimum terminates its searching. 

More specifically, we define SPavg to to check the average runtime speedup 

compared with the brute force method over all the 120 EEG segments, formu

lated as, SPavg = t f:,J ttrute / t~pec ), where the tbrute is the entire runtime of the 

brute force algorithm and the tspec represents the runtime of a specific method, 

gradient descent or RapSpiral. By this formula, we can calculate the average 

runtime speedups for gradient descent and RapSpiral as 42.94 x and 38.81 x , re

spectively. The two speed-ups are similar. This demonstrates the time efficiency 

of our RapSpiral algorithm. 

3.4.4 Scalability 

This experiment is designed to investigate the scalability of our RapSpiral al

gorithm. We choose ten 256-sample EEG segments and ten 512-sample EEG 

segments. We still keep the upper bound of bit resolution b as 16. The Rap

Spiral also divides the parameter M-b space into two triangles by the diagonal 

from left bottom to right top. The gradient descent begins its searching from 

the right top corner. The trade-off penalty of the brute force algorithm is the 
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ground truth. The related trade-off penalty and runtime speedup are illustrated 

in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: The scalability results of different sizes of design space. 

The average penalties of GD and RapSpiral are represented by light-blue and 

green bars. The average speedup of GD and RapSpiral are grey and yellow bars. 

We also add two types of errorbars, i.e., the red one is the standard deviation 

of the trade-off penalty and the blue one indicates the standard deviation of 

runtime speedup. For the penalty, our RapSpiral is much less than the gradient 

decent method in all cases. As the segment length increases from 128 to 512, the 

average trade-off penalty of RapSpiral increases by a small amount, about 1%. 

However, the gradient descent method takes on fluctuations, which is related to 

the location of the local minimum. 

For our RapSpiral framework, its speedup shows a linear increasing trend as 

the segment length double and double again. The time complexity of RapSpiral 

algorithm is Zog( IMI x lbl )) . As M increases by polynomial order k, we may 

have the complexity as log(Mk) = klog(M). The complexity is transformed into 
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linear increasing. This demonstrates the excellent scalability of our RapSpiral 

algorithm. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented a configurable Quantized Compressed Sensing 

architecture. It jointly considers the configuration of sampling rate and quanti

zation in its framework to make the Compressed Sensing theory more practical. 

Through a case study on the application of body sensor networks, our experi

mental results indicate that the configurable QCS architecture can provide more 

than 66% energy-performance trade-off gain than the traditional Compressed 

Sensing architecture. Also, we proposed a fast configuration algorithm, RapQC

S, for the configurable QCS architecture and a RapSpiral algorithm for the near

optimal parameter configuration. The RapSpiral had no pre-training require

ment and parameter tuning procedure. It guaranteed that the chosen triangle 

moves towards the optimal area. We also carried out extensive experiments on 

challenging EEG signals to verify the performance of our proposed algorithms. 

Experimental results demonstrated the high accuracy and fast speed of our fast 

configuration algorithms. 



Ultra-low Power and Intelligent 

Dynamic Knob 

In this chapter, we propose a dynamic knob (DK) in CS to improve the adaptiv

ity towards biosignal dynamics. We first analyze the design of the DK, which 

requires an effective configuration control and an ultra-low power design. Ac

cording to these design aims, we develop a template-based structure of the DK 

based on a supervised learning algorithm. Specifically, we design a support 

vector machine (SVM)-based cascaded signal analyzer to recognize the signal 

among different categories and configure CS architecture via a pre-defined con

figuration look-up table. For circuit-level implementation of the DK, we model 

the design performance in closed form and formulate it into a dynamic pro

gramming problem. 
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4.1 Dynamic Knob in Quantized Compressed Sens

ing Architecture 

In this section, we discuss the dynamic knob design for the QCS architecture. 

We first discuss the significance and design consideration for the dynamic knob. 

Then we elaborate the entire dynamic knob architecture structure considering 

these concerns. 

4.1.1 Design Consideration 

Adaptive Control: the CS theory is a prevalent sampling scheme to acquire the 

signals by a rate proportional to their intrinsic information. However, in prac

tice, the volume of intrinsic information in biomedical signals always varies. 

We name it Data Dynamics. The biosignal dynamics is a significant factor for 

an efficient biomedical sensing task. Thus, dynamic parameter adjustment of 

CS architecture, such as the sampling rate and bit resolution in quantization de

scribed in the preliminary section, is in great demand to accommodate biosignal 

dynamics. For the characteristics of streaming data processing, the knob design 

needs to make the parameter judgement by high accuracy of the optimal config

uration parameters estimation, which directly determines the final performance 

of the entire CS architecture. 

Ultra-Low Power Design: To collaborate with other components in the CS archi

tecture, the dynamic knob functions as the central control. The sensor node in 

wireless sensing is powered by limited-life battery, so the knob should be an 

ultra-low power design to maintain the long-term data acquisition. Thus, our 

dynamic knob design should reduce the energy consumption from both hard-
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Figure 4.1: The block diagram of dynamic knob including circuit-level details of 
randomized encoding and quantization. 

ware and algorithm levels. We need to choose hardware with low energy con

sumption, such as an ASIC platform. For the algorithm level, our dynamic knob 

design should search for a perfect trade-off between power and accuracy. 

4.1.2 Dynamic Knob Framework 

Towards biosignal dynamics in wireless sensing, we propose a template-based 

supervised learning dynamic knob framework to configure parameters in ran

domized encoding module and quantization module. The entire framework 

consists of two key components, the signal structure analyzer module and the 

parameter look-up table module. The signal structure analyzer identifies the 

input signal based on supervised learning algorithm. By identifying the input 

signal, the optimal parameter estimation can be queried from the look-up table 

module according to the pre-defined templates. The entire block diagram of the 

framework is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

We can see that the dynamic knob controls the other two functional modules, 

randomized encoding and quantization, by analyzing the input signal wavefor-
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m. We provide the circuit-level details of these two modules in Fig. 4.1 for the 

sake of indicating how our knob works. The analog N-dimension raw sensor 

signal xis compressed into M-dimension yin the randomized encoding mod

ule. It consists of many branches to compress the signal, each of which com

pletes a linear combination of input signals. Every branch includes a multiplier, 

a column vector in the sensing array <I>, and an integrator to accumulate the 

intermediate results. The logic control module controls the switches before the 

multipliers, which enables the branch when they are closed. These switches de

cide how many branches to participate in the compression calculation. Thus, 

the sampling rate M can be configured dynamically by this control logic. Con

sequently, the compressed signal y must be quantified for wireless transmission 

which can only communicate the digitalized signal. 

The quantization module comprises a successive approximation register (SAR) [110] 

logic, a b-bit register, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and a comparator. 

When the compressed measurements come, the SAR logic sets the valid bit for 

the b-bit register. Then the digital register is transformed to analog value by 

DAC and compared with the analog input signal by the comparator. The com

paring result provides feedbacks for SAR logic for next-round bit setting. This 

procedure iteratively continues from the MSB to LSB of the b-bit register to ap

proximate the analog input signal. We also add another control logic to enable 

modifications of bit width b in the SAR logic and its register. Thus, the quan

tization bit resolution b can be reconfigurable by this control logic. Therefore, 

to manipulate the randomized encoding module and the quantization module, 

our dynamic knob directly configures their control logics. After the input signal 

waveform comes to the dynamic knob, the signal structure analyzer judges its 

category information based on supervised learning algorithms. Once obtain-
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ing the signal category information, the optimal parameter estimation can be 

queried from the parameter look-up table module to configure the correspond

ing components. 

It is noted that the most significant part in dynamic knob design is the sig

nal structure analyzer module. The more accurate the parameter configuration 

is, the better system performance can be obtained. For the dynamic knob de

sign, the performance of look-up table module is directly related to the memory 

management techniques, which can be very low-power. Therefore, our biggest 

challenge in this framework is how to implement an ultra-low power consump

tion, as well as a fast, and high accuracy signal structure analyzer. 

4.2 Energy-Aware Design and Optimization of Dy

namic Knob 

In this section, we present the SVM-based primitive model of the signal struc

ture analyzer in dynamic knob. For optimal design under this primitive model, 

we formulate an optimization problem, taking accuracy and energy consump

tion into account, and solve it by a polynomial-time algorithm. 

4.2.1 Support Vector Machine 

SVM [111] is one of the most widely applied supervised machine learning algo

rithms. It divides high-dimension feature space into two subspaces and classi

fies the data by searching for the optimal hyperplane as the decision plane. The 

SVM is widely researched and used in many fields for its fewer tuning param

eters yet high recognition rate. The formulation of training phase of SVM is a 
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standard quadratic programming problem, whose form is as the following: 

(4.1) 

where w is the perpendicular vector to the hyperplane's direction, xi is the train

ing data, Yi is the label of the training data Xi, K(., .) is the kernel function and 

bis the offset to the origin. The training task is to calculate the perpendicular 

vector w. There are many methods presented for this problem. The sequential 

minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [112] is one of the most favored meth

ods for its robust performance and fast speed. After finishing training the SVM 

model, the classification task on new testing data can be implemented by the 

following: 

(4.2) 

where, sgn(.) is the sign function, xis the new input testing feature vector, xi is 

the supporting vector, Yi is its corresponding label, and fXi is the weight of the 

supporting vector. Therefore, the testing phase can give its binary decision for 

the classification of new testing data. 

4.2.2 Signal Structure Analyzer 

Our signal structure analyzer model takes binary SVM as the basic supervised 

learning algorithm. However, the analyzer is faced with the multi-class clas

sification problem. We adopt a cascade binary SVM classifier to accomplish 

the multi-class task. There are four popular strategies to solve multi-class clas

sification problems based on the SVM algorithm, one-to-one SVM, one-to-all 

SVM, directed acyclic graph (DAG) SVM, and binary-tree SVM. The one-to-one 
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scheme [113, 114] indicates to build SVM classifier between any two categories 

in the training data. In the testing phase, every classifier gives its classifica

tion decision and the winner is the one with the most votes. The one-to-all 

SVM [113, 114] identifies one class for each classifier until all the classes are 

classified. DAG SVM scheme [115] first trains all the one-to-one SVM classifier

s, and then builds a directed acyclic graph by these classifiers for multi-class 

classification. The binary-tree SVM organizes all the basic SVMs by the form of 

binary tree and makes decisions hierarchically. 

In this paper, we provide a design of a cascade SVM scheme for our signal 

structure analyzer, whose primitive element is a binary SVM classifier. For the 

analyzer design, low energy is a compulsory requirement and our goal is dif

ferent with the previous binary tree SVM [116]. We explore the optimal binary 

classifier combination, not the direct connection of all the basic classifiers. We 

need to take two factors, i.e., accuracy and energy consumption, into considera

tion simultaneously. The accuracy can be calculated by recognizing the training 

data using the corresponding classifier. For the energy consumption, we design 

a circuit-level implementation for the basic binary SVM classifier to simulate its 

energy consumption. 

We first illustrate our circuit-level implementation of binary SVM. Because 

the main task of dynamic knob is to deal with the multi-class classification prob

lem, we only need to implement the testing phase of SVM according to the for

mulation in (4.2). In addition, we need to specify a kernel function for the SVM 

classifier. The radial basis function (RBF) [117] is a good alternate, which has 

a robust performance in the usual classification problem. Its formulation is as 

follows: 

(4.3) 
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where 1' is a penalty parameter, xis the input feature vector and Xi is the feature 

vector of support vectors. It is computationally complicated to calculate expo

nential value on a hardware platform. Here, we adopt Cordie algorithm [118] 

to compute the kernel function. Specifically, the Cordie method transforms the 

complex computation into some basic operations, such as addition, shift, and 

look-up table. These computations have efficient implementation in hardware 

design. Therefore, the circuit-level details of the binary SVM implementation is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 

1- --- --1 

! Input Circuit-level Design I 
Ij~x~ 
I 

1 Decision! 
1• Vector i- X-.-bx 
r gamma! Paras1 
L_______ _ _____ _ ______ ____ _ ___ _ _ _ _ ___ - - - - ~ 

Figure 4.2: The data flow of SVM testing phase on the circuit level. 

From Fig. 4.2, when an input feature vector comes, we first calculate the 

substraction values between two feature vectors, respectively. Then a square 

operation is executed by a multiplier for individual components in the feature 

vector. Subsequent addition operation sums all the squared values together to a 

scalar value and prepares for multiplication with the parameter 1'· Then the data 

go through the exponential calculation module (exp) which applies the Cordie 

algorithm. Finally, the sum result of the multiplication between exponential 

value and paras can be taken as the indicator for final binary decision. We can 

pre-compute the paras as the following: 

(4.4) 

Based on the above circuit-level design, we can obtain the energy consumption 

of each trained binary SVM classifier. Our biggest challenge becomes how to 
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Figure 4.3: SVM classification tree: tree-shaped organization of the SVM classi
fication nodes. 

find the optimal binary SVM cascades under the constraint of accuracy and en

ergy consumption. 

4.2.3 Problem Formulation 

We have a set of trained binary SVM classifiers, each of which aims to do a 

binary division for the input data categories. Also, each binary SVM has two 

key attributes, i.e., classification accuracy and energy consumption. The key 

question is how to find an optimal SVM-cascade classifier from all elementary 

binary SVM combined. This is a challenging combinatorial optimization prob

lem [119], which cannot be efficiently solved by the brute force [120] or Monte 

Carlo [121] methods. In this work, we propose a tree-based method and formal

ize the problem into a solvable form within polynomial time. First, we would 
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Table 4.1: Description of seven attributes in SVM classification node. 

Attributes Notation Description 
Parent_Category P_c The input category set of this classifier 
LChild_Category LC_c The subset of Parent_Category 

when the decision of classifier is -1 
RChild_Category RC_c The subset of Parent_Category 

when the decision of classifier is 1 
LChild_domain LC_d The SVM node ID set that 

connects to LChild_Category 
RChild_domain RC_d The SVM node ID set that 

connects to RChild_Category 
energy nrg The average energy consumption 

to identify an input feature vector 
accuracy ace The recognition rate of applying the trained 

SVM classifier to identify the training data 

like to provide some basic definitions in our problem: 

Definition 1. An SVM classification node is a binary SVM classifier with its seven 

attributes, ParenLcategory, LChild_category, RChild_category, LChild_domain, 

RChild_domain, Accuracy and Energy. 

In Definition 1, we emphasize that each SVM classification node has two 

child domains (left and right), and each child domain can connect to other ar

bitrary SVM nodes, as shown in the dashed rectangle in Fig. 4.3. Another em

phasis is that the attribute energy indicates the average energy consumption for 

a single classification event. To symplify the original unit nfIevent, we direct

ly use nf as SVM node's energy unit. The detailed attribution description is 

illustrated in Table 4.1. 

Definition 2. An SVM classification tree is a tree consisting of the SVM classification 

nodes, with its leaf node indivisible. The connectivity between two nodes is built only 

when the ParenLcategory attribute in child node is equal to the LChild_category or 

RChild_category attribute in parent node. 
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According to Definition 2, we can know that an SVM classification tree di

vides the data set until the data set cannot be divided, and only one catego

ry is left. We provide an example of building a four-class SVM classification 

tree in Fig. 4.3. There are four classes in the figure, referred as A, B, C, and 

D. Each dashed rectangle indicates an SVM classification node. In the SVM 

classification node, the top ellipse represents the data needed to be classified, 

the parent_category, and the rectangle represents the SVM classifier. After the 

decision of SVM classifier, we obtain two category subsets, LChild_category and 

RChild_category. For example, the top SVM node is designed to classify A catego

ry from all other three classes, thus its parent_category is ABCD, LChild_category 

is A and RChild_category is BCD. Since LChild_category is indivisible with on

ly A category, we continue to proceed the classification for the right child set. 

Here, we have three choices of how to classify RChild_category into two groups. 

We list all the possible binary classifiers, Band CD, C and BD, D and BC. We 

connect all these three classifiers to the right child domain of the previous top 

node. So the LChild__domain attribute of the top node is 0, and RChild_domain 

includes all the three nodes dividing BCD set. There are still three groups with 

two categories needed to be divided further. We continue to train the subse

quent classifiers until there is no node to be split. Therefore, we finished an 

SVM classification tree building. 

If the purpose is to solve the four-class classification problem, there are still 

six other SVM classification trees to be built by this rule. For a global optimal 

solution, we define a super dummy root node S to connect all these SVM classi

fication trees into its left child. 

Definition 3. A complete SVM classification tree is a tree with a super dummy node 
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Figure 4.4: The complete SVM classification tree. 

connecting all the possible SVM classification trees for a specific multi-class classifica

tion problem. 

Based on Definition 3, we can build a complete SVM classification tree, in

cluding all the possible SVM classification nodes as its tree node, as illustrated 

in Fig. 4.4. In this complete tree, we define a new delimiter "I" to simplify the 

symbol of our SVM classification node. This is a binary relation symbol, with 

the variables before the delimiter classified as left child and the elements after 

the delimiter identified as right child. The union of both children is the entire 

input data set. For example, we have shown two detailed SVM classifier for 

the ABICD and CID nodes as the dashed rectangles in Fig. 4.4. Therefore, the 

problem changes to how we search for the optimal SVM cascade classifier on 

the complete SVM classification tree. 
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4.2.4 Problem Solution 

Before we discuss the solution of this optimization problem, we first have a look 

at some properties of the complete SVM classification tree. 

Lemma 2. Ifan SVM classification node subset from the complete SVM classification 

tree can form a tree, whose root is the super dummy node and leaves are unique and 

indivisible, this SVM node subset is a solution for the multi-class classification problem. 

Proof: According to Definition 3 about the complete SVM classification tree, 

any child of the super dummy node includes all the categories for the multi

classification problem. In addition, the SVM classification node subset is with 

the unique and indivisible leaves of the new tree. That is to say that each leaf 

holds a unique category for the classification problem. Therefore, such SVM 

node subset forms a solution for multi-classification task. 

According to Lemma 2, we can find some cascade classifier solutions for a 

4-class problem as shown in Fig. 4.4, such as the cascade of C [ ABD, A [BD, B[D 

and the combination of AB [CD, A [B, C [ D. So the solution may be a single path 

from root to specific leaf. It is also possible that the multi-path combination, as 

the AB [CD case, which needs multiple paths to construct the solution. We can 

see from the above lemma that the set of classifiers, located on a single path from 

root node to leaf node, is the minimal structural unit to construct the solution 

for the multi-class classification problem. 

Lemma 3. The complete SVM classification tree is a complete solution space for the 

multi-class classification problem. 

Proof: According to Definition 3 about the complete SVM classification tree, 

the super dummy node connects all the possibilities of the first binary division 
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of the original classification problem. Subsequently, based on Definition 2, the 

building procedure of the SVM classification tree traverses all the possible bi

nary divisions for the current classification problem. If we iteratively build the 

tree according to this rule, we will cover all the solutions of multi-classification 

problem in the complete SVM classification tree. 

From Lemma 3, we know that the complete SVM tree is the complete solu

tion space of all the possible solutions of multi-class classification. In addition 

to Lemma 2, with paths from root to leaf node, we can conclude that the opti

mal cascade classifier must be a single path or multiple path combination on the 

complete SVM classification tree. 

Our purpose is to find the optimal cascade classifier to perfectly trade off 

the accuracy and energy consumption. We define an accuracy density Ad as 

the criterion to evaluate the relationship between the accuracy and energy con

sumption: 

Ad = accuracy. (4.5) 
energy 

From the definition of (4.5), we can see that Ad is actually an indicator of how 

much accuracy gain can be obtained by consuming one unit energy for an event, 

which indicates to identify a single segment by the classifier. Under this situa

tion, big Ad means that more accuracy can be reached by consuming the same 

energy. Therefore, if we have the complete solution set Qs, our objective is to 

maximize the Ad sum for the cascade SVM classifiers Cp from Qs, as the follow

mg: 

Cp = arg max ( L Adi). (4.6) 
Cp EQs iECp 

The most straight forward method is to traverse all the possible paths from 

dummy node to leaf node. Then the brute force algorithm can find the maximal 
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sum of Ad in the path set. The time complexity of this method is 0(2n), where 

n is the node number of the entire complete SVM classification tree. Howev

er, if multi-class tasks aim to solve larger category number problems, the huge 

computation burden is intolerable. 

If we examine the complete SVM classification tree, we find that there are 

some same sub-trees between different SVM classification trees connected to 

the super dummy root. Thus, we don't directly search for the specific traversing 

path. On the contrary, we divide the complete SVM classification tree into sev

eral levels according to the category number of nodes' Parent_category attribute. 

Then the original combinatorial optimization problem can be reformulated as 

the multi-stage decision problem. We define dp [i] I/] as the max sum of Ad at the 

j-th node on the i-th level. We apply a dynamic programming algorithm [122] 

on this complete SVM classification tree to obtain the optimal solution, with its 

recursive formula as follows: 

dp [i] [j] = Ad(i, j) + max dp [Z1] [k1] +max dp [Z2] [k2], (4.7)
LCd RCd 

Left Child Right Child 

From the formulation in (4.7), we can know that the programming path is 

proceeding by the connectivity among nodes, not trying to find a specific path. 

Each node updates its accuracy density accumulation by the sum of the max Ad 

of the left child, the max Ad of the right child and the Ad in its own node. The 

time complexity of dynamic programming on our complete SVM tree is O(n2), 

where n is the total number of all the SVM classification nodes. After updat

ing all the accuracy density accumulation of the SVM node, we can obtain the 

biggest Ad, whose programming path is the optimal SVM cascade classifier so-
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lution. Here, we provide an example of this dynamic programming on the tree. 

In fact, our formulation can deal with multiple tree branches. For simplicity, we 

take a two-branch tree in our example, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. 

Level 4 
(super dummy) 

Level 3 
(four categories) 

Level 1 
(two categories) 

Figure 4.5: An example of dynamic programming on the SVM classification tree. 
The former text is the Ad of a specific SVM node and the latter text indicates the 
intermediate result in dynamic programming. 

Due to the space limitation, only a tree with a super dummy and three SVM 

classification trees are shown in Fig. 4.5. This tree is not a real complete SVM 

tree, but we just use it to explain our dynamic programming on the SVM tree. In 

Fig. 4.5, all the SVM classification nodes are divided into four levels according 

to the category number of their Parent_category attribute. The first level has two 

categories and other levels are with an ascending order of classes. The hierar

chical framework ends by the top super dummy root node. Each node has two 

values, one is the accuracy density Ad of this node, appearing to be the former 

text, and the other is the Ad accumulation value, shown as the latter text, which 

is updated by dynamic programming. We take a bottom-up scheme to imple

ment the dynamic programming algorithm, according to (4.7). Here, we would 

like to emphasize two detailed updating procedures. The first is to update node 

A IBCD on the level 3. Since this node does not have left children, we calculate 
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the max Ad accumulation value among all its right children on level 2. Then 

the node BICD is chosen for its highest Ad value 3.36, compared with other two 

candidates. Thus we update the node A IBCD by the sum of the max contribu

tion of its right children and the Ad of its own node. The other procedure we 

need to explain is the updating of node AB ICD. As we can see, this node does 

not have children nodes on Level 2, but with left child and right child on Level 

1. So this node can be updated by the sum from its two children and its own 

Ad, because the two children are both with a single child node. 

After we finish dynamic programming on this SVM tree, we can find that 

the optimal cascade SVM classifier comes from the sub-tree with AB ICD as its 

root node. We can trace the updating path, and find the optimal solution, as the 

large-pitch dashed line shows in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, the cascade SVM classifier, 

including AB IC D, A IB and CID, provides the optimal solution in this SVM tree 

example. 

4.3 Experiments 

In this section, we verify the performance of our proposed dynamic knob frame

work. We elaborate on the characterization of the dynamic knob itself, and then 

provide a comprehensive comparison between traditional CS and CS architec

ture with the dynamic knob on different biosignal benchmarks to demonstrate 

its effect on the CS framework. 
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4.3.1 Experimental Setup and Dataset 

We aim to demonstrate the characterization of the dynamic knob and its im

pact on the energy efficiency of CS architecture by the experiments. For the 

dynamic knob, we define the multi-class classification problem based on the 

biosignal with data dynamics. Then we illustrate the accuracy, area and energy 

consumption of the optimal cascade SVM-based ASIC design. For its impact on 

CS architecture, we provide a comprehensive comparison between CS architec

ture with the dynamic knob to reconfigure the parameters and traditional CS 

framework with a static setup configuration in several aspects, such as signal 

reconstruction quality and the configuration deviation from the optimal case. 

Body sensor network is a prevalent field applying wireless sensing technolo

gy. Monitoring the challenging biosignals is very helpful for diagnosing human 

health conditions. These signals have strong data dynamics, because the hu

man body is a dynamically stable entity. In our experiments, we choose EEG, 

ECG, and EOG signals from Physionet [107] as our test bench. The waveforms 

of these three signals are shown in Fig. 4.6. We use a continuous 120-segment 

signal for each signal category, with 128 samples in each segment. We take the 

Libsvm tool [123] in Matlab to train the basic binary SVM classifier by 10-fold 

cross validation scheme [124], with 60 continuous segments as the training set 

and the other 60 continuous segments as the testing set. 

In the ASIC implementation, we use Synopsys Design Suit [125] to accom

plish the dynamic knob design. We take TSMC 130nm standard cell library [126]. 

We implement our dynamic knob design by verilog in its Verilog Compile Sim

ulator (VCS). We also carry out logic simulation for our design and record the 

logic toggles, the SAIF file, in the simulation of VCS to achieve an accurate pow-
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Figure 4.6: The waveforms of ECG, EEG, and EOG signals. 

er estimation. Then we adopt Design Compiler (DC) to synthesize our verilog 

design and report the power consumption by the Power Compiler. 

4.3.2 Dynamic Knob Characterization 

In this part, we elaborate on the characterization of our dynamic knob design. 

First, we provide proofs to determine the number of biosignal classification 

problems. Then, we illustrate the detailed attributes of our dynamic knob, such 

as the area and energy consumption of each component. For simplicity, we only 

take the EEG benchmark as an example to describe the above two procedures. 

The processing of other biosignals is similar to the EEG case. At last, we provide 

a comparison of the three dynamic knobs from different biosignal types. 
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4.3.2.1 Classification Number Exploration 

For our template-based dynamic knob approach, we need to determine how 

many categories, or templates, are in the training set. The common method is 

to extract the feature of training data and cluster the feature vector. However, 

the ultimate goal of our CS architecture is to improve the performance-energy 

trade-off for the entire framework towards biosignal dynamics. Therefore, we 

adopt the Pareto's curve [102] as our input for the clustering, as it indicates the 

optimal relationship between performance and energy. 

The Pareto's curve always consists of arbitrary number trade-off points. Di

rectly implementing the clustering algorithm on the Pareto's curve is difficult, 

because there exists the misalignment between different curves. We adopt B

Spline plus K-means method [127] to cluster the Pareto's curves from the train

ing set. We first fit each Pareto's curve into the same vector space using the B

spline method, whose parameters with the same dimension are taken as the fea

ture for clustering. This step finishes the alignment operation of all the curves. 

Then the K-means algorithm is applied to cluster the extracted feature from the 

fitting step. Because of the randomness of starting point in K-means, we may 

use manual correction to the obvious error clustering segment. In this experi

ment, we set knots= [80 80 80 80 320 480 640 819 819 819] and degree = 3 for 

the B-spline fitting. We try three centroid values, 3, 4 and 5, for the K-means 

algorithm. Related clustering results are illustrated as Fig. 4.7(a-c). 

In Fig. 4.7, we can see that the clustering results of K=3 and K=4 are very 

clear to clarify each category. Every group is close to another one, but they do 

not have severe overlapping. However, for the case of K=5, its result is a fail

ure clustering. There are different degrees of overlap among categories 1, 2, 4 
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Figure 4.7: Clustering results of B-spline and K-means method. (a), (b), (c) cor
respond to K=3, 4 and 5, respectively. And (d) is the result of the testing set. 

and 5. Especially to category 2 and 5, they are almost blending into each other. 

In other words, these two clusters should be merged into a bigger cluster. In 

our template-based dynamic knob design, more templates mean better optimal 

parameter estimation accuracy. Therefore, we choose 4 as the category num

ber in the EEG training set to characterize the dynamic knob design. Related 

clustering results are taken as the ground truth of the classification problem. 

4.3.2.2 Energy Consumption and Accuracy 

In the dynamic knob, the energy consumption of parameter look-up table de

pends on a specific memory technique, usually a subtle amount of energy. Thus, 

our optimization focus of dynamic knob is the optimal SVM cascade classifier in 
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the signal structure analyzer module. Before we start to solve the optimization 

problem of the optimal cascade classifier in the dynamic knob, we carry out ex

periments to obtain the two significant attributes, accuracy and energy, for each 

SVM classification node. Based on the experiment in the Classification Number 

Extraction, our dynamic knob is faced with a four-class classification problem 

for the EEG signal. 

We train the basic SVM classifiers by LibSVM tool on Matlab. We train SVMs 

for each possible binary classification category combination in the training set. 

In the experimental setup, there are 25 category combinations in total of the 

four-class classification. In all the SVM training phases, we take RBF as the k

ernel function. We also apply a grid searching method [128] to find the optimal 

parameter setup for SVM, such as cost variable C and kernel function coefficien

t 1'· After completing the training phase, we use each training data for binary 

SVM to verify the corresponding trained classifier, taking the recognition rate as 

the accuracy, ace, of the trained classifier. On the other hand, we use Synopsys 

design suit with 130nm TSMC cell library to measure the average energy con

sumption, nrg, of each binary SVM classifier to complete the classification task 

of a specific segment. Table 4.2 lists the accuracy and energy consumption of all 

the SVM classification nodes in this four-class classification problem. 

As shown in Table 4.2, it is not such an obvious rule to describe the accuracy 

or energy consumption for all the SVM classification nodes. For accuracy, the 

recognition rate of two-category P_c, whose ID is between 20 and 25, ranges 

from 76.47% to 100%, while the accuracy of four-category P_c, with ID from 1 to 

7, is between 83.33% and 100%. The phenomenon seems to be that SVM suffers 

poor performance when dealing with two-category divisions, which contradicts 

with the advantage of the SVM classifier. In fact, this accuracy is related to the 
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Table 4.2: Characterization of binary SVM classifier nodes 

ID P_c LC_c RC_c LC_d RC_d ace nrg 
(%) (nJ) 

1 1234 1 234 [] [17,18,19] 85 90.59 
2 1234 2 134 [] [14,15,16] 86.67 62.45 
3 1234 3 124 [] [11,12,13] 100 91.06 
4 1234 4 123 [] [8,9,10] 100 110.89 
5 1234 12 34 [20] [25] 100 101.82 
6 1234 13 24 [21] [24] 100 121.05 
7 1234 14 23 [22] [23] 83.33 124.72 
8 123 1 23 [] [23] 89.58 79.62 
9 123 2 13 [] [21] 87.50 47.31 
10 123 3 12 [] [20] 100 74.70 
11 124 1 24 [] [24] 80.43 90.25 
12 124 2 14 [] [22] 82.61 64.08 
13 124 4 12 [] [20] 100 84.80 
14 134 1 34 [] [25] 100 76.67 
15 134 3 14 [] [22] 100 68.66 
16 134 4 13 [] [21] 100 79.92 
17 234 2 34 [] [25] 97.62 74.37 
18 234 3 24 [] [24] 100 81.78 
19 234 4 23 [] [23] 95.24 76.95 
20 12 1 2 [] [] 76.47 48.87 
21 13 1 3 [] [] 100 61.99 
22 14 1 4 [] [] 100 62.18 
23 23 2 3 [] [] 100 62.04 
24 24 2 4 [] [] 92.86 57.84 
25 34 3 4 [] [] 100 48.76 

characteristics of data distribution. For example, the classifier with 12 as its P_c 

is with the lowest recognition rate. We can find from Fig. 4.7b that Category 

1, with the squared marker, and Category 2, with the star marker, have a lit

tle overlapping. Compared with other clear boundaries among two-category 

nodes, this small overlapping confuses the SVM classifier to find the optimal 

hyperplane, resulting in a relatively lower accuracy. 

Reducing energy consumption relates to the number of supporting vectors 
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Table 4.3: Nodes characterization in the optimal cascade solution 

ID P_c LC_c RC_c ace(%) nrg (nJ) Ad (%/nJ) 
2 1234 2 134 86.67 62.45 1.39 

14 134 1 34 100 76.67 1.30 
25 34 3 4 100 48.76 2.05 

Total 187.88 4.74 

in the SVM classifier. In a similar way, data distribution is a significant factor 

to influence the supporting vector number. For example, the node whose P_c is 

1234, LC_c is 2, and RC_c is 134, consumes little energy, 62.45 nJ. In contrast, the 

node whose P_c is 1234, LC_c is 14, and RC_c is 23, consumes 124.72 nJ, more than 

two times than the previous node. Therefore, it is very difficult to directly obtain 

the optimal cascade SVM classifier, while considering two orderless attributes, 

accuracy and energy consumption, simultaneously. 

4.3.2.3 Characterization of Signal Structure Analyzer 

In this part, we first solve the optimization problem and obtain the optimal 

cascade classifier solution for the dynamic knob. We also show the post-layout 

and corresponding characterization of the optimal cascade classifier on ASIC. 

Then we validate the performance of the cascade classifier on all three biosignal 

testing sets. 

After obtaining the accuracy and energy attributes, we can build seven SVM 

classification trees for the 4-class classification problem, as ID from 1 to 7 as the 

root node shown in Table 4.2. Connecting all these SVM trees into the super 

dummy node, we can build a complete SVM classification tree for the optimal 

solution. We execute dynamic programming on the complete SVM classification 

tree, and the programming path corresponding to the largest Ad sum value is 

the optimal cascade classifier combination. The final optimal solution includes 
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SVM nodes 2, 14 and 25, with the highest Ad sum value 4.74 %/nJ. Related node 

characteristics and their relationship are illustrated in Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.8, 

respectively. 

r---~---- .34..---11 134 rI --~-
~ 1 

I I . 
I, I ' I 

SVM SVM 
I !~SVM1 
I I · I 

I , I 
. 1. -- 3 - - 4 · I13~J I 

1- . ·--------

Figure 4.8: The structure of the optimal cascade SVM classifier. It consists of 
three SVM classification nodes, NO. 2, 14, and 25. 

From Fig. 4.8, we can see that the optimal classifier is a sequential cascade 

SVM for this EEG application. The input feature vector first goes through the 

NO. 2 SVM node. If the decision is Category 2, the recognition is terminated, 

labeling the input signal as Category 2. For the contrasting decision, the input 

feature vector continues to be verified by NO. 14 SVM node, as the arrow line 

shows. If the result is Category 1, the classification task is over. Otherwise, the 

input feature needs to be identified by the last SVM node, NO. 25. Based on 

its decision, the input feature can be recognized as Category 3 or Category 4. 

If the analyzing procedure involves all the three SVM nodes, the total energy 

consumption is 187.88 nJ, as shown in Table 4.3. 

Next, we implement the above design on ASIC by Synopsys IC Compiler 

with a physical library from the 130nm TSMC standard cell library, whose post

layout is illustrated as Fig. 4.9. The entire layout consists of four key parts, NO. 

2 SVM node, NO. 14 SVM node, NO. 25 SVM node and the control logic to order 

these three SVM classifier nodes. The SVM nodes are labeled in their own layout 

areas, and the squared rectangle reveals the combinational logic to organize this 

https://r---~----.34
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Figure 4.9: Layout of the optimal cascade classifier on ASIC design. 

dynamic knob. We also show the characterization of our post-layout in Table 

4.4. We detail the area and energy consumption utilization from the resource 

type and component levels. We can see that three SVM nodes are sharing the 

similar area and energy usage due to their similar implementation only with 

the support vector difference. The control logic to keep the dynamic knob in 

perfect order takes up minor energy consumption, 0.8%, and area, 0.91 %. It is 

noted that this small resource occupation is the reason why we use the energy 

estimation from logic simulation to find the optimal solution, neglecting the cost 

from the control logic part. 

4.3.2.4 Dynamic Knob Comparison of Different Biosignals 

For a comprehensive verification of biosignal sensing, we take all three type of 

signals, EEG, ECG and EOG, to apply our dynamic programming based design 

method. We take the same condition as the EEG case for ECG and EOG signal

s. Here, EEG and EOG are facing the 4-class classification problem, while ECG 
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Table 4.4: Characterization of dynamic knob post-layout on ASIC design. 

Resource Area Power 
or Module 2in µm (%) inµW (%) 

Knob 57732.25 300.1 
Registers 27239.75 (47.18%) 158.7 (52.88%) 

Combinational 30492.5 (52.82%) 141.4 (47.12%) 
SVM (2) 19643.0 (34.02%) 105.0 (34.99%) 

SVM (14) 18118.0 (31.38%) 93.0 (30.99%) 
SVM (25) 19449.0 (33.69%) 99.7 (33.22%) 

Other logic 522.25 (0.91 %) 2.4 (0.80%) 

■Area(1 o5*um2) ■ Power(mW) □Accuracy1 0.93 
0.88 
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Figure 4.10: Characterization of the optimal dynamic knob design of three 
biosignals and corresponding accuracy in testing set. 

needs to deal with the 3-class problem. We first calculate the optimal design for 

each signal type via their 60-segment training set. Then we use the implemen

tation of the optimal design on ASIC to recognize the new testing segments. We 

obtain the area, energy consumption and testing set accuracy of three dynamic 

knobs, which are shown in Fig. 4.10. 

First, let us have a look at the accuracy comparison. The recognition rate 

of three knobs are 83.3%, 88.3%, and 93.3%, respectively. These results demon

strate the high performance of our trained cascade classifier, whose solid capa

bility can improve the accuracy for parameter configuration in wireless sensing. 
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Then, if we take a closer look at the resource utilization, we find that the energy 

consumption and area of EEG and EOG are similar. These two cases both deal 

with the 4-class problem, which needs three classifiers. For the ECG case, its 

energy and area are obviously smaller than EEG and EOG, because ECG com

pletes its 3-class classification task only by two classifiers. The waveform of ECG 

is more periodical than EEG and EOG, so that EEG and EOG show stronger da

ta dynamics than ECG. Therefore, it is demonstrated that our optimal dynamic 

knob design can achieve high accuracy over all challenging biosignals in the 

experiment under low power conditions. 

4.3.3 CS with Dynamic Knob vs. Traditional CS 

After characterizing the dynamic knob, we check into the performance improve

ment when CS architecture equips with our dynamic knob. The dynamic knob 

can affect the reconstruction error and configuration energy of the CS architec

ture for its dynamic reconfiguration. In this part, we investigate the impact 

on performance and energy from the dynamic knob. We make comprehensive 

comparisons in several aspects, such as architecture performance and energy 

deviation. 

In this experiment, we simulate the CS architecture by Matlab on PC with a 

3.4GHz 8-core processor and 8GB RAM. The dynamic knobs solved in the char

acterization section are taken, which are simulated on ASIC design. For the CS 

architecture, we take inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) as its sparsity

inducing transformation basis, 1¥, [129]. All of our experiments use Bernoulli 

random variables [39] as sensing array and use a uniform quantization strategy. 

We also take the other 60 biosignal segments as our testing set. For the tradi-
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tional CS architecture, we set its bit resolution as 16 for a better reconstruction 

and range the sampling rate M from 10 to 128. 

For practical wireless sensing applications, we adopt an 1Pv6-based commu

nication model over Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) on real device [108] to model 

energy consumption of wireless data transmission. The throughput of three 

biosignals is 0.5 kBytes/s, and the 128-length segment can be transmitted in 

one packet. Thus, according to the experiment of connection mode of BLE, the 

energy consumption of this setup is 325 kBytes/J, that is, C = 0.4 uJ /bit in the 

energy model. 

4.3.3.1 Reconstruction Error Comparison 

We carry out this experiment to check the reconstruction accuracy improvement 

by our proposed dynamic knob. We calculate the reconstruction errors of both 

dynamic knob case and traditional CS case with energy bound between 64 and 

819. To the traditional CS architecture, we first brute force the Pareto's curve un

der its constant 16-bit quantization setup. Then, the responsive CS architecture 

with dynamic knob analyzes the input signal waveform and outputs the opti

mal parameter configuration estimation, sampling rate Mand bit resolution b. 

We adopt all the biosignals, EEG, ECG and EOG, with the 60 segments in each 

testing set to go through the two architectures. We also calculate the error from 

the Pareto's curve considering both parameters together, which is the optimal 

solution in the entire performance-energy space. 

We evaluate the entire reconstruction quality improvement based on all the 

60 testing segments. For simplicity of data representation, we define an average 

reconstruction error ARE to indicate the average reconstruction error on all the 
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Figure 4.11: Average reconstruction Error of some EEG segments under three 
cases: 1) the traditional CS, 2) the CS with dynamic knob and 3) the optimal 
case. 
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Figure 4.12: Reconstruction error enhancement over all biosignal segments with 
the traditional CS, the CS with dynamic knob and the optimal case. 

energy bounds for a specific testing segment, as follows: 

(4.8) 

where EB is the energy bound set, IEBI is the total number of the bounds and 

P(i, j) refers to the reconstruction error under energy bound j of segment i. 
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Based on (4.8), we can calculate all the ARE values of all the biosignals. The 

related results of the EEG testing segments are presented in Fig. 4.11. 

As shown in Fig. 4.11, there are six groups of average reconstruction errors, 

with traditional CS, dynamic knob and the optimal case from the brute force 

algorithm. In each group, the traditional CS suffers from the largest average re

construction error, and the Pareto's case is with the least distortion rate, which is 

also the lower bound of the reconstruction. Our dynamic knob is between these 

two cases, approximating the reconstruction error to the optimal case. From the 

Pareto's curve, the average reconstruction error of EEG signal fluctuates from 

less than 10% to almost 40% as the segment number changes. This also demon

strates the data dynamics of the EEG signal. To adjust to this situation, our knob 

provides a reconfiguration strategy for different segments. From the results of 

comparison, our dynamic knob can promote more than a half improvement to

wards the optimal solution than the traditional CS case, which only has a startup 

configuration. 

To quantitatively evaluate the improvement by our dynamic knob design, 

we define a relative enhancement indicator REenhance , whose form is as the fol

lowing: 
AREycs - AREoK 

(4.9)REenhance = ARE ARE ,TCS - OPT 

where AREycs is the average reconstruction error of traditional CS, AREycs 

and AREoPT refer to the ARE from dynamic knob case and the optimal case. 

Because the average reconstruction error has its lower bound as the optimal 

case, the improvement should be a ratio by the distance in AREyes and AREoPT 

as the denominator, which is the maximum value in theory, and the improve

ment contributed by our dynamic knob, AREycs - AREoK, as the numerator. 
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Once we have this metric, we can calculate the average and standard deviation 

of REenhance for each biosignal over all their segments. The related results are 

shown in Fig. 4.12. 

We can find from Fig. 4.12 that the three signals are with the average REenhance 

as 73.49%, 74.86% and 74.51 %, respectively. This demonstrates that our dynam

ic knob can greatly improve the traditional CS to the optimal solution by more 

than 70%. Also, if we examine the standard deviation, 8.02%, 8.86% and 3.43%, 

all the fluctuations are less than 10%, which indicates that our dynamic knob has 

a very stable performance for the signals with data dynamics. Therefore, this ex

periment indicates that our dynamic knob framework is a critical module in the 

CS architecture towards biosignal dynamics, with more than 70% reconstructed 

signal fidelity promotion. 

4.3.3.2 Energy Configuration Deviation Comparison 

We carry out this experiment to check the energy consumption by wireless com

munication in the CS architecture. Different from the analysis of reconstruction 

error, which has the best value in its optimal case, the energy consumption anal

ysis focuses on the deviation between current energy configuration and the op

timal energy configuration. We have the Pareto's curve, retrieved by the brute 

force algorithm, as our best performance-energy trade-off. Thus, getting closer 

to the optimal energy configuration means a larger chance to approximate to 

the optimal trade-off. We define the variable Dev E to describe this significant 

deviation as follows: 
IEe - Eapt l 

DevE = E , (4.10) 
opt 
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Figure 4.13: Average energy configuration deviation of some EEG segments un
der traditional CS and the CS with dynamic knob. 

where Ea pt stands for the optimal configuration and Ee is the current energy 

configuration. Consequently, we continue to define average energy deviation 

AED to describe the deviation degree for a specific testing segment over all the 

energy bounds: 
1

AED = - - L DevE(j ). (4.11) 
1EB 1 jEEB 

According to the definition of AED, we can calculate the average energy devia

tion over all energy bounds. In this experiment, we use all the biosignals with 60 

segments as the testing data and set all the energy bounds between 64 and 819. 

We calculate the AED of CS with dynamic knob architecture and traditional CS. 

We also take some EEG segments to check the energy deviation of traditional 

CS and CS with dynamic knob, as shown in Fig. 4.13. 

We can find from Fig. 4.13 that the CS with dynamic knob has less energy 

configuration deviation than the traditional CS architecture, because tradition

al CS uses a one-pass configuration strategy, which is rigid to data dynamics. 

However, our dynamic knob can adjust the configuration parameter towards 
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Figure 4.14: Energy deviation enhancement over all biosignal segments under 
traditional CS and the CS with dynamic knob. 

the optimal case. Thus, it has less energy configuration deviation, which means 

our dynamic knob approximates to the optimal solution further than traditional 

CS, reflecting the flexibility of our dynamic knob to deal with biosignal dynam

ics. Consequently, we define Edenhance as the energy deviation enhancement 

between our dynamic knob and the traditional CS architecture. 

Ed - AEDycs - AEDDK (4.12)enhance - AEDycs 

We can calculate the deviation enhancement Edenhance of all testing segments 

for each type of biosignals, i.e., EEG, ECG and EOG. The average and standard 

deviation of this enhancement are illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 

In Fig. 4.14, the average energy deviation enhancements of all three signals 

are similar, 32.44%, 25.21 % and 23.26%. For the standard deviation, ECG shows 

a larger fluctuation trend, 14.79%. For the entire template space, EEG and EOG 

divide it into four areas, while ECG can only use three levels of the parameter 

setting. So the ECG case is with larger energy deviation enhancement fluctu

ations. This demonstrates that our dynamic knob can accurately configure the 
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architecture parameters to ensure a larger chance that the architecture will gain 

a better performance-energy trade-off over several representative biosignals. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we introduced a dynamic knob design for wireless sensing ar

chitecture towards biosignal dynamics. We first described the traditional CS 

architecture to solve the energy consumption bottleneck of the sensor node de

sign. Then we proposed a dynamic knob framework to dynamically control 

other components to achieve a better energy efficiency. We explained our struc

ture characters of dynamic knob for the designing concerns of wireless sensing. 

Moreover, we discussed the implementation of our dynamic knob based on a 

supervised learning algorithm on ASIC, and formulated a tree-based optimiza

tion problem to search for the optimal dynamic knob design. Eventually, the 

optimization problem was solved by dynamic programming. We also verified 

our proposed dynamic knob design by experiments on continuous biosignals. 

We analyzed the characterization of the dynamic knob and discussed its impact 

on CS architecture. We demonstrated that our dynamic knob provides a basis 

towards biosignal dynamics. 



Coarse-to-Fine Information 

Screening Architecture 

In this chapter, we propose a novel selective CS architecture to combine the sig

nal acquisition and partial analysis into the front-end sensing architecture for 

energy-efficient neural wearable system. Our entire design is driven by com

pression domain analysis and deep learning algorithm. Instead of always trans

mitting the compressed data, our new architecture integrates the signal record

ing and analysis, and only transmits the bit-wise analysis result when certain 

criteria are met. Specifically, we design a light-weight coarse-grained screening 

module to evaluate the classification effort in the sensor end. Given the sensor 

data, the architecture can conduct either the coarse-grained screening module 

or the fine-grained analysis modules, depending on a confidence score. For the 

former one, we propose to use Softmax regression model by considering the 

complexity and hardware-friendly requirement. For the latter one, we deploy 

the deep learning algorithm to execute the high-effort analysis at the server end. 

To keep the state-of-the-art accuracy, we particularly customize the deep resid-
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ual neural network in the fine-grained analysis module. 

5.1 Selective Compressed Sensing Architecture 

In this section, we present our proposed selective CS architecture for neural 

decoding. Specifically, we design a coarse-grained screening module to judge 

the effort of signal identification in the front-end. Correspondingly, we adopt a 

robust deep learning algorithm in the fine-grained analysis module to process 

the high-effort task in the server end. 

5.1.1 Architecture Overview 

The selective CS architecture for wireless implantable neural decoding is illus

trated in Fig. 5.1. The entire architecture includes a low-power CS front-end 

and a remote server. Our ultimate goal is to optimize the energy efficiency in 

the front-end (the sensor node) while minimizing the accuracy compromise of 

signal analysis. 

The front-end design comprises three key components, a random encoding 

module, a quantization module and a coarse-grained screening module. As 

shown in Fig. 5.1, analog N-dimension raw sensor signal xis compressed into 

M-dimension measurements yin the random encoding module. The random 

encoding module consists of M branches with each completing a randomized 

combination for one measurement. Every branch includes a multiplier, a col

umn vector in sensing array <I> and an integrator to accumulate the intermediate 

results. In the quantization module, there are b comparators and a digital en

coder. Each comparator outputs a binary decision of comparing the input ana-
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Figure 5.1: The block diagram of the selective CS architecture for energy
efficient wireless implantable neural decoding, which comprises a coarse
grained screening module in the front-end and a fine-grained analysis module 
in the back-end. The former one conducts the energy-efficient softmax predic
tion upon the compressed data. If the generated confidence score is below the 
threshold, the latter module performs the fine-grained analysis based on deep
learning. 

log signal and a reference voltage level. The digital encoder organizes the final 

quantization result ybased on these comparison decisions. The newly proposed 

coarse-grained screening module analyzes the compressed measurements y. It 

outputs the category prediction and a confidence score. If the score is larger 

than the pre-defined threshold, the wireless transmitter only needs to send the 

final prediction to the remote server instead of the entire compressed data. Only 

when the score is below the threshold does it stream the compressed measure

ments yto the server for fine-grained analysis by deep learning algorithm. In the 

server end, the decoder first copes with the data acquired by the wireless receiv

er. If the data indicates the softmax classification is reliable in the sensor-end, 

it will bypass the final prediction to the neural recording module. Otherwise, it 

will transmit the intermediate compressed measurements to the deep learning 

module for fine-grained analysis. Afterward, the final prediction is sent to the 

neural recording. 

Note that the coarse-grained screening module and fine-grained analysis 
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module are two most significant components to improve the energy efficien

cy of the CS front-end, yet reserving the classification accuracy. In the following 

section, we continue to discuss the design of these two modules in detail. 

5.1.2 Coarse-Grained Screening Module 

5.1.2.1 Softmax Prediction 

It is important to have a reliable clue to determine the effort of signal category 

prediction in the front-end. Some low-effort tasks can be completed in the sen

sor node, avoiding the energy overhead of transmitting the compressed data. To 

this end, we consider the softmax regression, a probabilistic model, to construct 

the coarse-grained screening module. 

The softmax regression [130] is the extensive form of logistic regression to 

deal with multi-class classification problem. As the logistic regression, the hy

pothesis function he for the softmax regression outputs a probability vector: 

P(l = ll z, 0) e01z 

P(l = 2lz, 0) 1 e02z 

he(z) = (5.1)z:/k=l e0kz 

P(l = Klz, 0) e0KZ 

where 0 is the weight matrix, denoted as 0 = [01, 02, ... , 0K]- Each weight com

ponent 01 is a weight vector as in the logistic regression. It is reasonable to 

identify the input signal as the category with the largest conditional probability. 

Let zi be the input feature vector in the training set, and l i be its corresponding 

multi-class label, which ranges from 1 to K. The cost function to evaluate the 
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hypothesis function he is: 

(5.2) 

where li == j is to judge the equality. If li is not equal to the label j, the judge is 

false, denoted as "O". Otherwise, the judge is true, as "1". Similarly, we can use 

the gradient descent algorithm to minimize this cost function to search for the 

optimal weight matrix 0. The derivative of the cost function with respect to the 

specific weight vector 0k is as follows: 

VeJ(0) = - I)zi((Zi == j) - P(li = jlzi,0))]. (5.3) 
l 

This training phase is computation-intensive, and will be accomplished offline. 

Therefore, we implement the prediction phase into the front-end to analyze the 

compressed measurements with the pre-trained parameters. The formal formu

la of the prediction phase is as the following: 

(5.4) 

when z is given, the l with the maximal probability is the prediction category. 

We also take this maximal probability as the confidence score S. It is reasonable 

that larger score has more probability of correct classification. 

The prediction phase of Softmax has low hardware complexity yet robust 

performance, as the coarse-grained screening module shown in Fig. 5.1. When 

compressed measurements come, the screening module has two parallel proce

dures, one is to store the input vector and the other is to start the prediction of 

Softmax method. In the prediction procedure, We first calculate the score l j2 by 
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parallel chains, where each chain is equipped with a multiplier, an accumulator 

and an exponential calculator. The super computation of the exponential cal

culator is implemented by the CORDIC algorithm [131]. Then the parallel max 

structures compute the maximal probability and record the related category re

sult. 

5.1.2.2 Confidence Score for Screening 

After we obtain the category result, we also would like to know the effort to this 

classification task. We propose to apply confidence score to quantitatively mea

sure this effort. The formula of the confidence score is defined as the following: 

S = P(l = jmax lz,0) - P(l = j5ublz,0), (5.5) 

where the jmax corresponds to the category whose probability is the maximal 

one and the jsub is the category with probability as the second maximal. Ac

cording to this equation, we can find that the confidence score S indicates the 

distance between the most probable one with the other options. The larger the 

confidence score is, the less the effort is needed to classify the input. 

In practice, we set a pre-defined threshold th5 to determine whether the cur

rent effort is large enough to be processed by the fine-grained analysis module. 

If the confidence score is larger than the threshold, the selector, MUX module, 

trusts the softmax classification and chooses the prediction result for the wire

less transmission. Otherwise, the MUX outputs the compressed measurements 

buffed in the memory. This screening can greatly reduce the energy consump

tion of sensor node by processing the low-effort input before the wireless trans

mission. 
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5.1.3 Fine-Grained Analysis Module 

When the coarse-grained screening module bypasses the compressed measure

ments to the remote server, a fine-grained classifier is highly required for the ac

curate classification without energy concerns. To this end, we propose to design 

our fine-grained classifier based on deep residual network (ResNet) [ 65], which 

is the state-of-the-art deep learning algorithm in the computer vision domain. 

The ResNet is the most popular algorithm in deep learning domain with the 

superior performance to the other machine learning approach. It even empow

ers the discrimination capability exceeds the humans on 1000-category image 

classification on the large dataset. 

Architecture: Our fine-grained analysis module is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The 

entire network consists of five key parts, a visible input layer, a large-size con

volutional layer, residual network blocks, an average pooling and a Softmax 

output. The visible input layer uses the compressed data ywithout any feature 

extraction operations. Then, the input data is processed by the first large-size 

convolutional layer. Note that the convolution is 1-D operation in all ourfine-grained 

analysis modules. The large reception field next to the visible layer can provide e

nough information to extract the low-level feature, which is critical for the deep 

layers' processing. 

The residual network block is the core part of our fine-grained analysis de

sign. One typical block includes two convolutional layers and uses a small ker

nel size, such as 3, to learn the data representation on a fine-grained scale. Note 

that a batch normalization layer, a dropout layer and a ReLU layer are following each 

convolutional layer. We omit them here for the simplicity. In the training phase, the 

dropout layer is in effect and the dropout ratio is set as 0.5. However, it is closed 
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Figure 5.2: The framework of our fine-grained analysis module. The whole 
design is enlightened by the deep residual network. 

when the network is in the inference stage. At the end of the residual network 

block, there is a shortcut to forward its original input to superimpose on the 

block output feature map as the input of the next layer. In the meantime, the 
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second convolutional layer follows a pooling layer with stride 2. Thus, the next 

layer will have a double number of convolutional filters but a smaller feature 

map. We also would like to emphasize that the residual network blocks can be 

stacked to each other and produce a much deeper network structure. This is 

because the shortcut can effectively solve the gradient vanishing problem and 

the dropout/batch normalization can suppress the overfitting when parameter 

size increases. 

After stacking residual network blocks, we also use the global average pool

ing to replace the fully-connected layer. This technique is more and more pop

ular thanks to its ability to resist the overfitting of the network. Finally, the 

pooling result is fed into the softmax layer for final prediction retrieval. 

Training Phase: Due to the dataset size, we don't train the entire framework 

from scratch. Instead, we reuse the pre-trained ResNet model to initialize our 

network. For the dimension difference of the convolutional kernel between our 

model and ResNet model, we use its diagonal elements to initialize our 1-D ker

nel. Then we use finetuning to train our designed fine-grained analysis module. 

Thus, the proposed fine-grained deep neural network can obtain the signal's 

predominant representation automatically for the classification. 

5.2 Experiments 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed selective CS ar

chitecture in the neural decoding application. We first introduce the experi

mental setup. The energy and accuracy of proposed selective CS architecture 

are compared with the state-of-the-art baselines. We also investigate the impact 

from the confidence score on the trade-off between energy and accuracy. What's 
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more, we compare the accuracy of the entire CS architecture with other popular 

deep learning back-ends. Finally, we demonstrate that the direct compression

domain analysis outperforms the analysis on reconstructed signals. 

5.2.1 Experimental Setup 

Datasets: The spike sorting dataset [132] provides us diverse spikes which are 

from the real-world brain signals. We select 10000 spikes in total from the 

difficult-noise-01, difficult-noise-02 cases in the dataset, whose data is challeng

ing to be classified due to the noise contamination in acquisition. Each spike 

has the same length of N=64. We randomly choose 8500 spikes as the training 

set and the rest 1500 spikes as the testing set. 

Compressed Sensing: In the compressed sensing setup, we choose four com

pression ratios CR (CR= M/N) in all the experiment to examine the perfor

mance of the architectures, i.e., 5%, 10%, 20% and 30%. In the compressed en

coding module, we use the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) as the 

sparsity-inducing basis 1¥, which can always transform the spike signals into a 

sparse representation. The Bernoulli random variable is taken as the sensing 

array. In the quantization module, the uniform quantization strategy is applied. 

We choose the bitwidth of quantization as a constant number 16, i.e., b=l6. For 

the wireless communication channel for the compressed measurements, the en

ergy model can be defined as E = C x M x b, where the average energy con

sumption C = 3 nJ /bit, based on an efficient 350 µW MSK/FSK transmitter [133] 

specifically designed for medical wearable and implantable devices. 

Deep Learning: For the deep learning module in the fine-grained analysis mod

ule, we customize the 18-layer deep residual network (ResNet-18) into our spike 
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Figure 5.3: The energy consumption comparison of the three architectures under 
the four different compression ratios. For the name of a specific architecture, the 
hyphen sign connects the signal domain and fine-grained analysis method. "C" 
indicates the compression domain and "R" is the reconstruction domain. 
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Figure 5.4: The comparison of the spike classification accuracy of the three ar
chitectures under the four different compression ratios. 

classification application. We use open-source deep learning framework Caffe [134] 

to build the ResNet-18 architecture and train it based on our prepared spike 

waveforms. Instead of training from scratch, we finetune the ResNet-18 with 

the pre-trained model from Caffe model Zoo [135]. Our batch size is set as 32 

and learning rate is le-6 with decay rate 0.9 every 4 epochs. 

Softmax in Sensor: The softmax model is also trained from our selected spike 

datasets. Different from random initialization, we use the Softmax layer of deep 

learning architecture as a good initial estimation. For its hardware implementa

tion, we choose the Synopsys Design Suite [125] to accomplish the design and 

exploration. We use TSMC 90nm standard cell libraries [126] and implement the 

design in Verilog with Verilog Compile Simulator (VCS). The design compiler 

(DC) is adopted to synthesize the Verilog design and Power Compiler is used to 

report the power consumption. 
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Baselines: Our first baseline is the conventional CS architecture, which classi

fies the spikes on the reconstructed signals at the server end. The algorithm 

is supporting vector machine. Deep belief network (DBN) is another popular 

deep learning branch. We also choose DBN on compression-domain as the sec

ond baseline, which is presented in [136]. The specific setup of DBN structure 

is two hidden layers with 48 neurons for each. The top classifier is the softmax 

regression. The activation function is set as "sigmoid", and the batch size is 32 

and the learning rate is 0.1. 

5.2.2 Energy and Accuracy of Selective CS 

In this section, we examine the energy consumption and accuracy of the pro

posed selective CS architecture. We train the deep learning model, ResNet-18, 

to construct the fine-grained analysis module. We also build the Softmax-based 

coarse-grained module. The threshold for confidence score is set as 0.4. If the 

confidence score S is larger than 0.4, the current input is considered as low

effort segment and transmit the final prediction result back to the server end. 

Otherwise, the wireless transmitter streams the compression measurements g 

back to the server for fine-grained analysis. The screening module and analysis 

module are both executing the analysis in the compression-domain of the input 

spike. We use "C-ResNet" to indicate our selective CS architecture, where "C" 

means compression domain. The two baseline methods, traditional CS archi

tecture and DBN-based CS architecture, are also examined. They are referred 

as "R-SVM" and "C-DBN", where "R" means reconstruction domain. We col

lect the information of the three models under all the four compression ratios. 

The energy consumption is the total value by processing all the spikes in the 
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testing set. The statistics of all the energy consumption is shown in Figure 5.3 

and the comparison of the corresponding classification accuracy is illustrated in 

Figure 5.4. Note that the energy is shown under logarithmic scale for a better 

comparison. 

Summary: We can observe from Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, our proposed ResNet

based selective CS architecture can achieve the best spike classification accuracy 

and the best energy efficiency among all the architectures. Compared with the 

traditional CS architecture, our selective CS architecture can achieve more than 

60% energy savings under all the compression ratios. It can also improve the 

spike recognition accuracy over 90%, even under the harsh compression ratio as 

low as 5%. For the DBN-based solution, although it outperforms the traditional 

CS architecture, it is still worse than our ResNet-based solution. This demon

strates the effectiveness of selective CS architecture and the importance of the 

fine-grained deep learning module. It's worth emphasizing that our goal is to 

improve the energy-efficiency of the front-end sensor node. The fine-grained 

analysis is not accounted into the total energy consumption because the remote 

sever is line-powered and not sensitive to the energy. 

Energy Comparison: Specifically, compared with the traditional SVM-based 

CS architecture, our proposed selective architecture gains the energy saving 

of 59.47%, 62.19%, 72.80% and 71.33% under the compression ratio 5%, 10%, 

20% and 30%, respectively. This is because the traditional CS scheme has no 

in-sensor processing part, so that it suffers from the huge volume of data on 

the communication channel. When comparing the performance of our ResNet

based solution and the DBN-based solution, our proposed architecture can beat 

it by a small advantage. This is due to the difference of the Softmax implemen-
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tation in the coarse-grained screening module. Thanks to training ResNet-18 

first, our in-sensor Softmax model obtains a good initialization. However, the 

DBN case only uses the Gaussian-based random initialization in the Softmax 

training. 

Accuracy Comparison: Our selective CS architecture achieves the best spike 

classification accuracy, even more than 99% under 30% compression. The accu

racy of our proposed scheme outperforms the baselines under all the compres

sion ratios. Under 5% compression ratio, the accuracy of our selective solution is 

still more than 90%, whereas the traditional CS only obtains 84.24%. However, 

the improvement of our architecture becomes smaller as the compression ratio 

increases. The server end can acquire more information under the larger com

pression ratio. With enough information, the different fine-grained algorithms 

can have a similar spike classification accuracy. 

5.2.3 Confidence Score Impact in Selective CS 

In this section, we investigate the impact from the confidence score S on ener

gy and accuracy of our proposed selective architecture. The configuration of 

our ResNet-based scheme is the same as Section 5.2.2. The compression ratio of 

compressed sensing module is chosen as 10%. In this experiment, we consider 

the confidence threshold th5 as a parameter. We range confidence score thresh

old ths from 0.0 to 1.0 with step as 0.02. We collect the energy consumption and 

classification accuracy of our selective CS architecture under each different th5 . 

The final statistical result is shown in Figure 5.5. 

We can observe that as the confidence score threshold th5 increase, the ac

curacy of proposed selective architecture is improved. In the meantime, the 
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Figure 5.5: The accuracy-energy curve under different confidence thresholds. 

energy budget of the sensor end is also increasing rapidly. In the beginning, 

the threshold ths is 0, which means all coarse-grained prediction result is the 

confident low-effort task. So the transmitter only sends the prediction results 

back to the server end. This aggressively decreases the energy consumption on 

the wireless channel due to the data volume reduction. Thus, the spike classi

fication accuracy is equal to the discrimination result of the in-sensor Softmax 

implementation. 

As the confidence threshold increases, our selective architecture obtains a 

rapid increasing period. In this threshold slot, the accuracy increases rapid

ly while only consuming a reasonable amount of the energy. Considering the 

trade-off between accuracy and energy budget, this stage is good for the energy

efficient design requirement. The reason of forming this period is that as the 

threshold increases, more high-effort input spikes are transmitted back to the 

server end for fine-grained analysis. These spikes can confuse the coarse-grained 

Softmax screening, but can be recognized by high-discrimination deep learning 
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model. 

Finally, the accuracy approximates to saturation but the energy budget is still 

increasing. This stage is just wasting the energy without significant accuracy im

provement. This is because as the confidence threshold continuously increases, 

more low-effort spikes are not screened by the coarse-grained screening mod

ule. Their compression representations are transmitted back to the fine-grained 

analysis. Although they obtain the correct result eventually, they waste the en

ergy consumed on the wireless channel. In our experiment, this turning point 

happens around ths is equal to 0.4. This is why we choose the confidence s

core threshold as 0.4 in Section 5.2.2. Therefore, we can find that the confidence 

threshold can affect the accuracy and energy budget of our selective CS architec

ture simultaneously. We can find a good trade-off between energy and accuracy 

of selective architecture by selecting an appropriate confidence threshold. 

5.2.4 Deep Learning Model of Selective CS Architecture 

The deep learning model in the fine-grained analysis is a significant factor af

fecting the accuracy and energy consumption of the selective CS architecture. Its 

impact on energy is due to its contribution to the initialization of the in-sensor 

Softmax model. In this experiment, we explore the architecture performance un

der different popular deep learning models. We choose AlexNet, VGGNet and 

GoogLenet to design the fine-grained analysis module at the server end. All the 

convolutional layers in these networks are transformed into lD convolution. We 

keep their architecture details and training scheme. They are all trained using 

finetuning and initialized by their pre-trained models from Caffe model zoo. 

We also choose two compression ratio, 10% and 30%, to simulate the low and 
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high compression representations. We collect the spike classification accuracy 

in all the cases. The final statistics are listed in TABLE 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Accuracy of selective CS architecture using different deep learning 
models. 

CR C-AlexNet C-VGGNet C-GoogLenet 
10% 89.40% 93.87% 94.33% 
30% 96.33% 98.80% 99.00% 
CR C-ResNet C-DBN R-SVM 

10% 95.20% 92.33% 91.40% 
30% 99.33% 98.60% 98.19% 

We can see that our ResNet-based solution achieves the best accuracy un

der the both low and high compression ratios. From network architectures, 

the capability of deep models is ordered as ResNet, GoogLenet, VGGNet and 

AlexNet. This conclusion is confirmed by the final accuracy. Their accuracy de

creases according to this order. Due to the dataset size, we choose ResNet-18 as 

the base deep learning model. The deeper ResNet architecture is also promising 

to achieve better accuracy. On the other hand, if we compare the performance of 

these deep models with DBN and SVM, we can find that the AlexNet behaves 

the worst. This is because AlexNet has deeper network architecture than DBN 

and SVM, but it doesn't apply the advanced training skills to resist over-fitting 

problem [137, 138]. Therefore, we can conclude that the ResNet-based selective 

CS architecture can achieve the best performance among all the state-of-the-art 

machine learning models. 

5.2.5 Compression Domain and Reconstruction Domain 

In all above experiments, we directly use compression-domain data to feed the 

deep learning models for accurate predictions because it can preserve the salient 
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information of the high-dimensional representation. Although this is supported 

by mathematicians [45], we would like to confirm this assumption in this exper

iment. We only compare the spike classification accuracy of different models by 

feeding data on reconstruction domain. This is done by omitting the in-sensor 

coarse-grained processing module. We choose ResNet-18, DBN and SVM as the 

benchmark. We adopt CVX tool to execute the reconstruction from the com

pressed measurements. We also collect the spike classification accuracy of all 

these three models on both compression domain ("C") and reconstruction do

main ("R"). All the information is summarized in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: The accuracy comparison of fine-grained analysis methods on both 
compression and reconstruction domains. 

We can observe from Figure 5.6 that the compression domain achieves better 

accuracy in all the cases compared with the reconstruction domain by 1 % to 3%. 

In the figure, we use solid lines to indicate the accuracy trend in compression 

domain and dashed lines to show the accuracy in reconstruction domain. In the 

low CR case, the accuracy difference is much larger than that in the high CR 

case. This is because high CR case can always provide more information for 
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signal reconstruction in order to obtain more accurate results. As the distortion 

of the spikes decreases, the different models tend to achieve a similar accuracy 

result. One interesting finding is that although ResNet in compression domain 

has the best accuracy, the DBN in compression domain can beat the ResNet in 

reconstruction domain. This demonstrates that the input data quality is more 

significant than the network architecture for our selective CS framework. An

other interesting finding is that SVM behaves well in the reconstruction domain. 

It is better than the DBN case and slightly worse than our ResNet case. This 

demonstrates that the shallow learning has better noise-resistant ability than 

the deep learning model. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we presented a selective CS architecture for wireless implantable 

neural decoding. We designed two cooperative modules, a coarse-grained screen

ing module designed by softmax regression and a fine-grained analysis module 

equipped with customized deep residual neural network, for different effort

level classification tasks. The screening module processed the low-effort classi

fication and transmitted the high-effort task to the fine-grained module at the 

server end. Experimental results validated the data analysis in the compressed 

domain. By the collaboration of the two proposed modules, our selective CS 

architecture gained more than 60% energy savings, while even improving the 

spike classification accuracy when compared to the traditional CS architecture. 



XPro: Energy-Efficient Cross-end 

Computing Architecture 

In this chapter, we present a novel configurable cross-end architecture named 

XPro, to efficiently implement generic classification in wearable computing sys

tems. The proposed XPro architecture can formally partition the generic classi

fication into two parts: one on the wearable sensor node and the other on the 

aggregator. The two parts collectively implement the full functionality of the 

generic classification, while minimizing the energy consumption of sensor n

odes. Specifically, we devise the generic framework with a set of configurable 

fine-grained functional cells. We investigate three design rules to improve the 

energy efficiency of the functional cell implementation in XPro. To facilitate the 

practical use of XPro, we also design an Automatic XPro Generator. It formu

lates the problem of partitioning functional cells across two ends with system 

delay constraint, into a closed-analytic form, and automatically generates the 

XPro implementation by solving a graph theory problem. 
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6.1 Research Problem 

Research Problem: In this work, the key problem that we aim to solve is how 

to efficiently embed a generic classification scheme into wearable computing systems 

without compromising sensor battery lifetime and system performance. Our goal of 

optimizing energy-efficiency with time constraint raises a significant challenge 

for existing efforts on analytic engine designs. To date, analytic engine designs 

mainly fall into two categories, i.e., in-sensor approach and in-aggregator ap

proach. In-sensor approach implements the analytic module as a whole into the 

front-end sensor [139]. By performing data analysis in the sensor, this approach 

reduces the data volume that needs to be transmitted on wireless channels, thus 

reducing the energy consumption in wireless communication. However, the 

limited computing capacity and energy budget in the sensor node only em

power simple analysis algorithms (e.g., supporting vector machine (SVM) with 

linear kernel [140]) to be executed in the analytic engine, and running a full

fledged generic classification would drain the sensor battery extremely fast. On 

the other hand, in-aggregator approach embeds the entire analytic module in 

the back-end data aggregator [141], such as a smartphone, to leverage the in

creased computational resource and looser energy constraint in the aggregator. 

However, this approach requires the sensor node to transmit a large amount of 

raw data wirelessly to the aggregator, thus still putting a great challenge on the 

battery life of the sensor node as well. 

Cross-end Architecture: As neither the in-sensor front-end approach nor the 

in-aggregator backend approach can efficiently realize the generic classification, 

we propose to explore the viability of a cross-end architecture that is potentially 

very promising in addressing the time-constrained energy issue. The concept of 
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cross-end designs have been broadly applied in the system levels (e.g., mobile

cloud cross-end), but the opportunities of applying this concept in the hard

ware/architecture level, i.e., embedding the generic classification to wearable 

computing, has largely been unexplored. Specifically, in the cross-end architec

ture, an analytic engine is divided into fine-grained computing primitives, each 

of which is mapped to either the front-end or the back-end. By performing an 

appropriate level of processing in the front-end to reduce the data volume to 

be sent over wireless channels, the overall energy consumption can be greatly 

reduced. 

Nevertheless, two key challenges must be addressed to enable cross-end ar

chitecture. One major challenge is how to design energy-efficient finer-grained 

computing primitives, as there are substantial function variations among prim

itives and enormous circuit-level design parameters. The other major challenge 

is the rapid exploration of architectural design space, i.e., different partitioning 

and distributing schemes for the computing primitives. First, the partitioning 

quality must be guaranteed as it decides both the energy consumption and de

lay in wearable computing systems. Second, the design space of analytic en

gine partitioning is extremely large, which requires highly efficient exploration 

methods. 

6.2 XPro Overview 

XPro is a cross-end architecture that implements generic classification in wear

able computing systems. The generic classification is fully realized between a 

wearable sensor and a data aggregator. In this section, we first introduce two 

basic modules in the generic classification, i.e., feature extractors and classifiers 
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(Section 6.2.1). Then we describe the XPro architecture overview, including the 

design goal and opportunities (Section 6.2.2). 

6.2.1 Generic Classification Framework 

The generic classification aims to cover diverse types of mainstream vital biosig-

nals, such as Electrocardiography (ECG), Electroencephalography (EEG) and 

Electromyography (EMG) signals. Different biosignals often have their own de

scriptive attributes. For example, ECG has salient features in the time-domain [142], 

EEG is with a good data representation under discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [129], 

and EMG is more sensitive to the classifier [143]. In this work, we target a gener-

ic classification framework with a light-weight statistical feature set on the time 

domain and DWT domain, and a widely used random subspace [144] method 

as the classifier. The chosen feature set is the union of all the preferred features 

of different biosignals, and the selected classifier can automatically find the fa

vorable features for specific biosignal type in the training phase. Below is more 

information on this specific feature set and classifier, but the proposed XPro is 

applicable to other generic classification frameworks as well. 

Feature Set: We include 8 hardware-friendly statistical features, including max

imal value (Max), minimal value (Min), mean value (Mean), variance (Var), s

tandard deviation (Std), zeros crossing value (Czero), skewness (Skew) and kur

tosis (Kurt). These features can provide a meaningful representation of biosig

nals and be computed with low hardware cost. Besides time domain, we also 

extract these statistical features on the multiple levels of discrete wavelet trans

form (DWT) domain. DWT can provide multi-scale observations for signal anal

ysis and has shown good performance in biosignal applications [145]. 
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Random Subspace: The classifier is based on the random subspace method. It 

consists of an ensemble of base classifiers. We use supporting vector machine 

(SVM) as the base classifier for its robust performance. In a generic classifica

tion framework, different types of biosignals usually have different preferred 

feature subsets. Random subspace method can identify their preferences by 

training base classifiers on random subsets from the complete statistical set. 

This makes the random subspace method more suitable for generic classifica

tion frameworks than other popular ensemble methods, such as bagging [146] 

and Adaboost [147]. 

6.2.2 XPro Architecture Overview 

Without loss of generality, Figure 6.1 depicts an example of a typical XPro archi

tecture to embed the generic classification into a wearable computing system. 

XPro consists of three major components: functional cells, communication links 

and an automatic generator. Functional cells are the basic computing units in 

XPro, which include all the modules that form the generic classification frame

work. The communication links present the connection among functional cells. 

The automatic generator is to allocate functional cells and their data links across 

the sensor end and the aggregator end (Section 6.3.2). The subset of function

al cells that are assigned in the sensor end is referred to as "in-sensor analytic 

part", whereas the complementary cell subset in the aggregator end is called 

"in-aggregator analytic part". These three components are explained a bit more 

below, while the detailed designs are illustrated in the next section. 

Functional Cell: To provide flexibility in adjusting workloads and energy con

sumption between the sensor node and the aggregator, the generic classification 
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Figure 6.1: An example of the proposed XPro architecture to embed a generic 
biosignal classification into a wearable computing system. XPro includes three 
key components: functional cells, communication link and an automatic gen
erator. In the wearable computing system, the red graph cut line divides the 
generic framework into the in-sensor and in-aggregator analytic parts. 

framework is divided into fine-grained functional cells. All the functional cells 

are organized by their execution order in the generic classification (i.e., data

driven execution [148]). Each functional cell can be on either the sensor node 

or the aggregator. Note that the two special cases of pushing all the cells to 

either end form the in-sensor approach and the in-aggregator approach men

tioned previously. Thus, our proposed cross-end architecture explores a large 

design space that contains the two existing approaches to improve energy ef

ficiency. Another emphasis on the functional cells is that not all the statistical 

features are necessarily used in the time domain or different DWT scales. This is 

because the number of functional cells is decided by the feature set and random 

subspace training. 

Communication Link: The communication link has two types, i.e., intra-end 

and inter-end. The functional cells in the same end use intra-end communica

tion. In the in-sensor analytic part, intra-end communication always uses hard

ware connection, while in the in-aggregator analytic part, it is through mem

ory accessing. The energy consumption of intra-end communication on either 

the sensor node or the aggregator is usually very small compared with other 
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components under consideration [149]. In the BSN applications, the inter-end 

communication indicates data exchanging between the sensor node and the ag

gregator, which is done via near-field communication protocol [133, 150, 151]. 

The energy consumption of inter-end communication is large and can even be 

dominant. 

Automatic XPro Generator: The proposed automatic generator plays a signifi

cant role in the energy efficiency of the sensor node as it determines which func

tional cells are placed into the in-sensor analytic part. The energy consumption 

of the sensor node consists of two aspects. One is the computing energy in ex

ecuting the required computation. The other is the communication energy in 

transmitting data from a predecessor to a successor along the generic classifica

tion topology. Due to the complexity of the partitioning, it is compute-intensive 

to explore the optimal distribution, particularly under delay constraint. Thus, a 

more efficient way is much needed. 

Opportunities: The ultimate goal of the proposed cross-end architecture is to 

improve the energy efficiency of the sensor node while not compromising delay 

and system performance. To achieve that, we maximize the energy efficiency at 

both the functional cell level and architecture level. On the functional cell level, 

we optimize the single functional cell implementation based on low-energy de

sign techniques. On the architecture level, we improve energy efficiency by ex

ploring functional cell distribution schemes using the proposed automatic gen

erator. The next section elaborates our designs at these two levels. 
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6.3 XPro Design Details 

In this section, we present the design and implementation of XPro. Specifically, 

we investigate the design of functional cells considering the data flow model, 

pipeline/parallel units and module reuse (Section 6.3.1). We also devise an au

tomatic generator for XPro to optimally and efficiently configure XPro accord

ing to design constraints (e.g., energy model and delay constraint). The XPro 

optimization on cross-ends is formulated into a closed form and resolved by a 

graph-theory problem (Section 6.3.2). 

6.3.1 Functional Cells in XPro 

In this subsection, we discuss the design rules to improve the energy-efficiency 

of single functional cell implementation. The entire analytic engine in XPro is 

divided into an in-sensor analytic part and an in-aggregator analytic part. The 

in-aggregator analytic part is implemented in software, as the aggregator (e.g., 

a smartphone) typically contains a general-purpose CPU. The in-sensor analytic 

part is usually based on specialized hardware, such as FPGA or ASIC, to reduce 

the hardware redundancy (and the associated energy overhead) of general com

puting platforms. The implementation of the in-sensor analytic part has a large 

design space. In what follows, we discuss the design space exploration in terms 

of the primitive computing unit, ALU mode and resource reuse, and present 

three heuristic design rules. 

6.3.1.1 Asynchronous Computing Unit 

Our first design rule is to implement each functional cell as an independent and 

asynchronous micro-computing unit. The functional cell is the smallest unit 
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prompted by data-driven processing in our XPro architecture. It needs to finish 

the task independently once its input data is available. Therefore, every func

tional cell is a micro system with private specialized ALU (S-ALU), cache/buffer 

and clock. The circuit-level details of our implementation for the functional cell 

are shown in Figure 6.2. 

Data Ready 1 ------o j Enable 1--~ Clock ACK 

Input Data 1 
... Output 

Buffer 
Data Ready N 

Input Data N 

Figure 6.2: The circuit-level functional cell implementation. 

The functional cell has two states, idle and working, which are controlled 

by the "Enable" module in the figure . The S-ALU module is the core of com

putation, working with the Buffer module. When the needed input data are 

not available, the cell is in the idle state. In this state, its input channel passively 

waits for the data arriving, and all other processing modules are powered off vi

a power gating. When data are ready, the state transitions from idle to working, 

and all the modules are woken up, including private clock, multiplexer, S-ALU 

and buffer. Functional cells use asynchronized clocks. This can reduce the static 

energy consumption of clock tree. The S-ALU comprises both basic arithmetic 

operations and super computation, which support exponent, square root and 

reciprocal needed by generic classification algorithms. 
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Figure 6.3: Energy characterization of three ALU modes of the functional cells 
for each module, with the energy unit as pJ/event. The red star indicates the 
optimal ALU mode of functional cells for a module. 

6.3.1.2 ALU Mode in S-ALU Implementation 

Our second design rule for the functional cell is to use energy-efficient mono

tonic working mode for the specialized ALU module. A component in XPro 

(e.g., Max) may consist of multiple functional cells, each of which has an S

ALU module. An S-ALU can typically work in three modes, i.e., serial, parallel 

and pipeline. Serial processing reduces power consumption, but may compro

mise timing. The parallel mode incurs more power consumption but increases 

throughput. The pipeline mode is similar to the parallel mode, but it cannot 

achieve a scale as large as the parallel [152]. As a result, there is a problem of 

selecting the mode for each S-ALU in every component of XPro. Because XPro 

is designed for low-energy wearable computing systems, which monitor and 

analyze the sparse biosignal events at low sampling rates with typical values 

of several thousand of hertz, the timing bound is relatively loose. However, it 

is still complicated to search for the best energy efficiency design if mix-mode 

is allowed. Considering the time efficiency of exploration, we propose to use 

a monotonic ALU mode for all the functional cells within one component, but 

different components may use different ALU mode. 

We have performed a preliminary study to investigate the best energy-efficient 
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ALU mode for each component in XPro. Our evaluation criterion for the ALU 

modes is based on energy/event, where the event indicates a signal segment 

analysis. Note that the energy is the product of power and time, so an ALU

mode with the lowest power does not necessarily lead to the lowest energy. 

We simulate the function cells under 90nm TSMC library with random input 

data generation. As plotted in the logarithmic scaled Figure 6.3, most compo

nents are most energy-efficient in serial working mode, as indicated by the red 

star markers (with some simple operations, such as Max, Min and Czero, be

ing similar to the pipeline mode). However, std and DWT have the best energy 

efficiency under the pipeline mode. This is because std has only a square root 

operation and the DWT is a matrix multiplication, and in both cases the serial 

mode has an extremely large delay. We can also observe that the parallel mod

e of DWT has tremendous energy overhead, about two orders of magnitudes 

larger than the serial mode. This is because the monotonic parallel mode needs 

a large number of multipliers to compute simultaneously. 

6.3.1.3 Functional Cell Level Reuse 

Resource reuse strategy is usually a thorny problem to be addressed in hard

ware design. Larger-extent resource reuse can reduce implementation dupli

cation and save energy. However, reuse in a larger scale always needs more 

complex control logic to schedule the resource using. In our individual func

tional cell design, we apply our third design rule that adopts resource reuse 

only at the functional cell level, i.e., the reused part must be a single functional 

cell. A typical example is that the standard deviation feature can reuse the entire 

variance feature, which is shown in Figure 6.4. Thus, only a square root oper-
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ation is needed additionally in std. The functional cell level reuse can improve 

the energy efficiency without complex extra control logic and without imposing 

additional complexity on generating XPro instances. 

~---- Variance~Variance 

1-s-quareL Standard 
~ Sta~d~rd Var Cell 

L _ls_o.QL J Deviation~Dev1at1on 
Std Cell 

Non-Cell Reuse Var Cell Reuse 

Figure 6.4: An example to reuse Var cell in Std Cell. 

6.3.2 Automatic XPro Generator 

In this section, we formulate the problem of functional cell distribution scheme 

between the sensor node and aggregator. Our goal is to minimize the energy 

consumption of sensor node while not compromising processing delay. Specif

ically, we first introduce our energy models for design space exploration. We 

then formulate the cell distribution scheme into a standard graph cut prob

lem without considering the delay. Finally, when delay constraint is added, we 

transform the distribution problem into a standard max-flow min-cut problem. 

6.3.2.1 Energy Model 

The ultimate goal of our cross-end architecture, XPro, is to minimize the ener

gy consumption of the sensor node. The energy consumption in sensor node 

comprises the energy of analytic computing part, Ea, the energy on wireless 

communication, Ew, and the energy of sensing, E5 , as the followings: 

(6.1) 
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However, the energy from biosignal sensing, Es, can be reduced to an extremely 

small level [97] compared to the other two components, so our energy model 

mainly focuses on analytic computing and wireless communication. 

We first identify the energy model for the computation of the analytic engine. 

It can be represented as the multiplication between power consumption and run 

time, as the following formula shows: 

n 

Ep = L pi X ti, (6.2) 
i=l 

where Pi is the power of the i-th functional cell, ti is the time delay of the i-th 

functional cell and n indicates the number of functional cells of the in-sensor an

alytic part. With finer-grained functional cells and implementation details, we 

can simulate each functional cell independently with the help of ASIC/FPGA 

development tools, which can provide us the power consumption information 

and critical path. By the critical path, we can calculate how many clocks the 

delay is. 

For a wireless transceiver, transmission and reception are two different modes 

and their energy consumption usually differs. We model this difference into our 

wireless communication energy consumption as follows: 

Ew = Nt X B X Ct+ Nr X B X Cr, (6.3) 

where Nt is the sample number in transmission task, Bis the bit width of each 

sample and Ct is the average energy model for 1-bit data transmission, which is 

decided by the specific transceiver design and technology [153]. The Nr and Cr 

are the corresponding parameters for the data receiving process. 
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6.3.2.2 Problem Formulation without Delay Constraint 

Our aim in this part is to find a functional distribution scheme between the 

sensor node and the aggregator, making the energy consumption of the sensor 

node minimal. For the simplicity of presentation, we take a basic example of 

feature-based classification framework to illustrate our formulation. The exam

ple is shown in Figure 6.5. 

Feature 2 

Classifier 

(a) Computing topology of signal classi
(b) Functional cell topology graph. fication. 

Figure 6.5: An example of a generic signal classification and its functional cell 
topology graph. 

Modeling: Figure 6.5a shows the computing topology with three features and 

one classifier and Figure 6.5b is the functional cell topology graph. In this exam

ple, we assume that the energy consumption of functional cells corresponding 

to feature 1, feature 2, feature 3 and classifier are El=0.2 nJ, E2=0.8 nJ, E3=0.2 

nJ and E4=0.3 nJ, respectively. The output dimension of feature 1, feature 2 and 

feature 3 are dl=l, d2=1 and d3=5 samples. The source data have 12 samples. 

All samples are 1 bit. The transmission model in the wireless transceiver is 

Ct=0.1 nJ /bit and reception model is C,=0.11 nJ /bit. 

It can be observed from the topology graph in Figure 6.5b that feature 1 and 
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feature 3 are both calculated from the original data segment. We refer to them 

as II grouped". It can be shown that grouped functional cells must be placed in 

the same end in an energy-minimal distribution. This is because, if they are in 

different ends (e.g., 1 in the sensor node and 3 in the aggregator), it means that 

the original data segment has already been sent to the aggregator (e.g., for the 

processing of 3). In that case, if we re-arrange and move the remaining function

al cells in that group (e.g., 1) from the sensor node to the aggregator, it would 

not increase the wireless transmission energy but would reduce the computing 

energy in the sensor node, thus resulting in less total energy consumption of the 

sensor node. Therefore, 11 grouped" functional cells must stay in the same end. 

S-T Graph: We continue to build an s-t graph as shown in Figure 6.6 based on 

this functional cell topology graph. We use an 11F" node to indicate the front-end 

sensor node and a 11B" node for the back-end aggregator. 

--- Cut-1 
Cut-2 

----------- Cut-3 00 

00 

Figure 6.6: The s-t graph of the generic classification in XPro. Cut-1 is equal to 
an in-aggregator design; Cut-2 is equal to an in-sensor design; Cut-3 is a general 
cross-end design. 

In Figure 6.6, functional cells are all between the 11F" node and 11B" node. 

All the functional cells connect to the aggregator with their energy overhead of 
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computation as the weight. Only the functional cells who connect to the origi

nal data can build edges to the sensor node. However, a direct connection will 

not guarantee their "grouped" property, so we propose to add a dummy node 

"D" to indicate the original source data. The sensor node connects to the "D" 

node with a weight of the total energy of all samples transmitted to the aggrega

tor. The "D" node connects to the "grouped" functional cell nodes with weights 

of infinite energy consumption. Since the min-cut will not be on the infinite 

edges, this technique can properly capture the "grouped" functional cells. Ac

cording to the topology graph, some functional cell pairs have data dependency 

relationship. We build two directed edges between such two functional cells to 

model the energy consumption on wireless communication if they are placed on 

different ends. The weight of a directed edge from a predecessor to a successor 

in the topology graph is the transmission energy consumption and the weight 

of the reverse edge indicates the energy consumption of the reception. In this 

way, we accomplish the s-t graph building. 

Min-Cut Solution: The interesting property of this s-t graph is that if we take 

a graph cut between the sensor node, "F", and the aggregator node, "B", the 

cut capacity is equal to the total energy consumption of sensor node under this 

cut. Therefore, the XPro design without delay constraint can be solved by a 

standard min-cut solution. After cutting, the functional cells which can reach 

the "F" node are placed in the in-sensor analytic part and other functional cells 

connecting to the aggregator are placed in the in-aggregator analytic part. 

Examples: Figure 6.6 depicts three cut examples. Cut-1 disconnects "F" with 

the source data node, so all the sensing data needs to be transmitted to the ag

gregator and all the functional cells are in the aggregator. This cut essentially 
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represents the in-aggregator approach. Cut-2 is along the edges between each 

functional cell and "B". The total energy consumption is the sum of the compu

tation energy from all the functional cells, which essentially forms the in-sensor 

approach. Cut-1 and Cut-2 are not min-cut. Finally, Cut 3 finds a subset of edges 

that involve computation energy and wireless communication energy. This is 

the minimum cut in this example, and thus represents the minimal energy for 

the sensor node. We can see that the functional cells are distributed across the 

front-end and back-end in Cut-3. The automatically generated XPro guarantees 

"not worse" solution than traditional approaches. 

6.3.2.3 Minimizing Energy with Delay Constraint 

Delay constraint is another important design consideration in XPro to keep the 

real-time processing of analytic engines. To take the delay constraint into the 

formulation, our solution is to add another attribute, delay, for each edge in the 

previous s-t graph. To this end, we have two attributes in total for each edge, 

i.e., energy and delay. If we take energy (objective) as the cost and delay (con

straint) as the flow in the s-t graph, we can transform the optimal cut problem 

with delay constraint into a standard max-flow min-cut problem. Note that, in 

this case, energy is no longer taken as the flow. It is now the cost of the flow, 

and the delay acts as the flow. Essentially, the min-cut part minimizes the en

ergy consumption, and the max-flow part guarantees the delay to be under a 

maximum limit. Also, the updating rule of our flow is to use the maximizing 

operation, not the accumulating operation anymore [154]. 

We use the end-to-end processing time of a signal segment in the wearable 

computing system from data sensing, to data transmission, to data analysis as 
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the delay. Due to the real-time processing consideration of XPro, we set the 

delay limit in the max-flow min-cut problem as follows: 

TxPro = min(TF, TB)- (6.4) 

where TF and TB are the delays for the in-sensor approach and in-aggregator 

approach, respectively. In this way, the solution found by the XPro genera

tor would have a delay that is at least as good as the better one between the 

in-sensor and in-aggregator approach. Similarly, we can always guarantee the 

existence of a solution, i.e., the in-sensor or the in-aggregator in the worse case, 

although for all the evaluated cases in this work, the Automatic XPro Generator 

is able to find better functional cell distributions than the two. 

6.4 Evaluation Methodology 

6.4.1 Biosignal Dataset 

We evaluate the proposed cross-end XPro architecture in the general problem of 

binary biosignal classification. Binary classification of biosignals is a critical pro

cedure in physiological activity analysis [155]. It not only benefits the automatic 

abnormal event detection, but also provides basic statistics for high-level biosig

nals understanding. We select the following testing benchmarks of biosignals. 

Electrocardiography (ECG), Electroencephalography (EEG) and Electromyog

raphy (EMG) are three widely-used representative biosignals [143]. ECG can 

provide information of the heart state of human beings. It may also provide 

some underlying information about people's emotions. EEG signal is the activ

ity recordings of our brains and EMG can monitor the muscle behaviors. For a 
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comprehensive demonstration, we choose five datasets of biosignals from UCR 

Time Series [156], neural spike data [132] and UCI machine learning Reposi

tory [157]. The detailed information of test cases from the datasets is listed in 

Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Attributes of 6 test cases from 5 Biosignal Datasets. 

Dataset Symbol Segment Segment 
Length Number 

ECGTwoLead [156] Cl 82 1162 
ECGFivedays [156] C2 136 884 

EEGDifficult0l [132] El 128 1000 
EEGDifficult02 [132] E2 128 1000 
EMGHandLat [157] Ml 132 1200 
EMGHandTip [157] M2 132 1200 

Based on these datasets, we extract six testing cases in total, i.e., TwoLead

ECG (Cl), ECGFivedays (C2), EEGDifficultOl (El), EEGDifficult02 (E2), EMGHand

Lat (Ml) and EMGHandTip (M2). All the cases are directly from their corre

sponding datasets. For EEGDifficult, due to different data characteristics, we 

use the first two categories of data as EEGDifficultOl and the last two categories 

as EEGDifficult02. The EMGHandLat case tends to use the movement data of 

lateral and spherical, while EMGHandTip is to identify the movements between 

tip and hook. 

6.4.2 Wireless Transceiver Models 

Energy model in wireless communication is an important factor impacting the 

implementation of XPro. In this study, we develop a wireless transceiver simu

lator by adopting the energy model statistics from three ultra-low power wire

less transceivers [133, 150, 151], which are specifically designed for medically 
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implanted applications. The three devices are all validated in practical biosig

nal monitoring applications. The first one [133] is a 350,u:W FSK/MSK direct 

modulation transmitter and a 400,u:W OOK super-regenerative receiver design 

for medical implants. It can achieve 2.9nJ /bit on transmission and 3.3nJ/bit on 

reception. The second model [150] incorporates a new current-reuse structure 

and an inductor-sharing technique to drastically reduce energy consumption. 

Its energy efficiency is l.71nJ /bit on the receiver and l.53nJ /bit on the transmit

ter at 2Mbps data rate. The last model [151] is an optimized 2.4GHz implantable 

OOK transceiver with 0.42nJ/bit on transmission and 0.295nJ/bit of receiving 

energy consumption. The simulator employs a common communication proto

col and considers an 8-bit header in each payload. Note that we did not include 

the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) model. While BLE is a popular low-energy de

sign, prior research [108] has shown that it is still orders of magnitude higher 

than the required ,u:W level sensor hardware design, thus not being suitable for 

our targeted applications. 

>< 
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Figure 6.7: Battery life of the sensor node under 130nm, 90nm and 45nm pro
cess technologies with wireless Model 2 for the sensor node engine, aggregator 
engine and cross-end engine. 
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Figure 6.8: Battery life of the sensor node under three wireless channel models 
under 90nm process technology for the sensor node engine, aggregator engine 
and cross-end engine. The three models have the wireless transmission and re
ception energy of (2.9nJ /bit, 3.3nJ/bit), (1.53nJ /bit, l.71nJ/bit) and (0.42nJ /bit, 
0.295nJ /bit), respectively. 

6.4.3 Sensor Node Hardware 

We use Synopsys Design Suite [125] to accomplish functional cell designs and 

exploration. We take TSMC 45nm, 90nm and 130nm standard cell libraries [126] 

and implement the functional cells in Verilog with Verilog Compile Simulator 

(VCS). We also carry out the logic simulation of XPro and record the logic tog

gles in the SAIF file during the simulation of VCS to achieve an accurate power 

estimation. Power-gating overhead is appropriately accounted for, although 

we have a similar observation as prior research [158] that the energy and de

lay overhead from power gating is very limited and does not affect the design 

and conclusion of the proposed cross-end architecture. Design Compiler (DC) is 

adopted to synthesize the Verilog design and Power Compiler is used to report 

the power consumption. Given the typically low duty cycle of biosignals [159], 

the XPro designs are simulated at a 16MHz clock frequency in this study. 
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6.4.4 Approaches under Comparison 

We evaluate and compare three design approaches: in-sensor approach (re

ferred to as sensor node engine), in-aggregator approach (referred to as aggre

gator engine), and the proposed cross-end engine (XPro) under different im

plementation technologies in biosignal classification tasks. All the six biosig

nal testing benchmarks are used, i.e., TwoLeadECG (Cl), ECGFivedays (C2), 

EEGDifficultOl (El), EEGDifficult02 (E2), EMGHandLat (Ml) and EMGHandTip 

(M2). Due to the size of input biosignals, we choose 5-level DWT transforma

tion, whose lengths on different levels are 64, 32, 16, 8 and 4, respectively. Note 

that the 5-th level has two 4-sample segments. All the statistical features are nor

malized to range [0, 1]. We adopt 32-bit fixed-number with 16-bit integer and 

16-bit decimals for functional cells. We choose a binary SVM classifier with radi

al basis function (RBF) [117] as its kernel. The random subspace takes weighted 

voting scheme which is trained by the least square method, and 12 features are 

randomly chosen for each base classifier training. We repeat this procedure 100 

times and choose the top 10% on accuracy as the final base classifiers. For each 

testing case, we randomly choose 75% of the entire data entries as the training 

set and the other 25% as the testing set. A 10-fold cross-validation technique is 

applied to train random subspace classifier on each training set. We repeat the 

training set generation 50 times and choose the classifier with the highest clas

sification accuracy as the final classifier. The delay constraint of the Automatic 

XPro Generator is set to be the minimal delay value of the sensor node engine 

and the aggregator engine. 
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6.5 Evaluation Results and Analysis 

6.5.1 Impact of Process Technology on Battery Lifetime 

We first study the impact of process technology on the lifetime of the sensor 

node in three process setups, including TSMC 130nm, 90nm and 45nm. A typi

cal wireless channel model with 1.53nJ/bit for transmission and 1.71 nJ /bit for 

reception is used for all the testings here (the impact of wireless models is e

valuated in the next subsection). We follow the popular Polymer Li-Ion battery 

model [160] to estimate the lifetime of sensor node. Figure 6.7 compares the 

lifetime results normalized to the aggregator engine approach. 

It can be seen that the proposed cross-end architecture not only correctly 

embeds a complex and energy-hungry analytic engine into the BSN system, but 

also manages to significantly improve the lifetime of the sensor node by an av

erage of 2.4X and 1.6X compared with the state-of-the-art aggregator engine and 

the sensor node engine, respectively. As process technology advances, the ener

gy consumption of analytical computation decreases and, consequently, the en

ergy consumption of wireless communication gradually becomes the dominant 

factor in limiting the lifetime of the sensor node. This trend can be observed 

in the figure. In the 130nm case, the lifetime of both sensor node engine and 

aggregator engine is similar, but when it comes to 90nm and 45nm, the lifetime 

of sensor node engine is much better than the aggregator engine. This is due 

to the fact that the aggregator engine requires large raw data to be transmitted, 

thus consuming an increasing percentage of energy in wireless communication. 

However, in all three process technologies, the proposed XPro has a substantial 

advantage over the other two approaches, indicating that the cross-end archi-
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tecture is a promising candidate for years to come. 

6.5.2 Impact of Wireless Models on Battery Lifetime 

The wireless model is another major factor that influences the lifetime of the 

sensor node. To investigate the impact of wireless models, we compare the 

three wireless designs mentioned in Section 6.4.2 that are specifically for medi

cal applications. All the models are low-power but, relatively, Model 1 is "high

energy" with 2.9nJ/bit for transmission and 3.3nJ/bit for the reception. Model 

2 is "medium-energy" about twice energy-efficient as Model 1, with l.53nJ /bit 

for transmission and l.71nJ/bit for the reception. Model 3 is ultra-low power 

and "low-energy", with only 0.42nJ/bit for transmission and 0.295nJ/bit for re

ception. For the process technology, we select 90nm as the common setup. The 

results in Figure 6.8 are normalized to the aggregator engine approach under 

Model 1. 

We can see from the figure that analytic engine implementations are sensi

tive to wireless models. In wireless Model 1, as the wireless communication 

takes up the majority of energy consumption, the sensor node engine which 

performs all the computation in the sensor can greatly reduce the energy on the 

wireless channel and is much better than the aggregator engine. The proposed 

cross-end engine can further improve the lifetime by 26.6% on top of the sensor 

node engine. In wireless Model 2, the energy consumption of computation and 

wireless communication are evenly matched. The sensor node engine is slightly 

better than the aggregator engine; whereas the cross-end engine can explore the 

best configuration to help improve energy efficiency, thereby having the longest 

battery lifetime. In wireless Model 3, the energy on wireless communication is 
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tremendously reduced due to its ultra-low power wireless model. An intuitive

ly good solution is to transmit all the data back to the aggregator via the cheap 

wireless channel (i.e., the aggregator engine). This can be confirmed in Figure 

6.8 where the aggregator engine reserves the trend in the previous two wireless 

models, and now has 74.6% longer lifetime than the sensor node engine. How

ever, by splitting and distributing fine-grained functional cells across the sensor 

and aggregator, the cross-end architecture is able to beat the intuitively good 

solution by a large margin, with 73.7% improvement over the aggregator en

gine and 302% over the sensor node engine, on average. Overall, the proposed 

cross-end engine successfully embeds the generic classification and achieves the 

best lifetime across the 3 wireless models and 6 test cases. In the remainder of 

the evaluation section, unless otherwise stated, we use the "medium-energy" 

wireless Model 2 and the TSMC 90nm process technology. 

6.5.3 Delay Analysis 

The delay in processing an event by the wearable computing system is also a 

key issue besides energy efficiency. To assess the delay of the aggregator engine 

(A), sensor node engine (S), and cross-end engine (C), we present the detailed 

breakdown of the delay. The delay includes all the time it takes to process an 

event ( e.g., a signal segment analysis) which can be spent on the computation in 

front-end, computation in back-end, and wireless communication. The aggre

gator engine (A) approach does not have computation in front-end, whereas the 

sensor node engine (S) approach does not have computation in back-end. The 

delay breakdown results of the three approaches are plotted in Figure 6.9. 

As can be seen, the delays of all the testing cases of the three engine ap-
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Figure 6.9: Delay comparison for the aggregator engine (A), sensor node engine 
(S) and cross-end engine (C). 

proaches are less than 4 ms. They can all meet the real-time processing of biosig

nal streams, considering that the signal sampling rate is typically well below a 

thousand of hertz. The aggregator engine (A) has the largest delay for all the six 

test cases, as its delay is dominated by the wireless communication and back

end functional cell processing. It does not assign functional cells in front-end. 

In contrast, the wireless delay of the sensor node engine (S) is extremely small 

because it only sends classification result to the back-end. We provide a zoom-in 

view to highlight this. Finally, the cross-end XPro reduces the delay by 60.8% 

over the aggregator engine and 15.6% over the sensor node engine on aver

age. The insight behind this improvement is our cross-end approach moves 

some computations from sensor node to the aggregator. The 15.6% improve

ment of delay shows that this reduction can well compensate for the increased 

data transmission delay. This highlights that the proposed XPro is not only able 

to improve the energy efficiency but at the same time also reduce the delay in 
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processing and analyzing a signal segment. 

6.5.4 Energy Breakdown on Sensor Node 

In this subsection, we perform a detailed analysis on the energy consumption 

of the sensor node and illustrate why XPro saves more energy. Specifically, 

we examine the contributing factors of the computation (i.e., functional cells) 

and wireless communication of the sensor node battery lifetime. The energy 

consumption breakdown is shown in Figure 6.10, assuming 90nm and wireless 

Model 2. 
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Figure 6.10: Energy comparison of the aggregator engine (A), sensor node en
gine (S) and cross-end engine (C). 

In this setting, the aggregator engine (A) has the largest energy consumption. 

It needs to transmit all the sensing data from the sensor node to the aggregator, 

which is also why its energy consumption on the sensor node is equal to the en

ergy consumption of data transmission. The sensor node engine (S) can reduce 

an average of 36.6% of the energy consumption compared with the aggregator 

engine (A). In the breakdown, the energy of the wireless communication of the 
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sensor node engine (S) is hardly visible (shown in the zoom-in), as it only sends 

classification results back to the aggregator. As for the proposed cross-end en

gine (C), it achieves the best energy efficiency among the three types of engines 

in all the six benchmarks. The main reason is that the cross-end engine exploits 

the large design space of distributing functional cells between the wearable sen

sor and the aggregator, which the aggregator engine (A) and the sensor node 

engine (S) cannot take advantage of. Compared with the sensor node engine 

(S) approach, XPro can reap an additional energy saving of 31.7% (and 56.9% 

compared with the aggregator engine). 

6.5.5 Effectiveness of Automatic XPro Generator 

In this subsection, we take a closer look at the XPro design and investigate the 

effectiveness of the Automatic XPro Generator in dividing the generic classifica

tion and determining the partitioning (i.e., placing a cut). Figure 6.11 compares 

the battery lifetime of four cuts. The aggregator engine and the sensor node en

gine are two extreme cuts where all the functional cells are placed to the back

end and the front-end, respectively. Also shown in the figure is an intuitive way 

of placing the cut when applying the proposed cross-end approach. This triv

ial cut is placed between the feature extractors and the classifier, because the 

features are usually a compact representation of the data and can reduce the 

energy of wireless communication if put together. The bars labeled as "Cross" 

correspond to the cut that is obtained with the Automatic XPro Generator. 

First, we can see that by using the cross-end approach directly, even a trivial 

cut can increase the lifetime in some cases (C2 and M2). However, this im

provement is not very consistent, as the lifetime of the trivial cut falls between 
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Figure 6.11: Lifetime comparison for four possible cuts. 

the aggregator engine and the sensor node engine for Cl, E2 and Ml, and is 

worse than both in El. Second, significant and consistent improvement can be 

achieved when the Automatic XPro Generator is applied. As shown in the fig

ure, the cut produced by the generator arranges a basic SVM classifier to the 

sensor node and some light-weight features onto the aggregator to achieve the 

best energy efficiency. Such cuts are difficult to search through conventional 

heuristic algorithms, but can be obtained in the proposed generator that clev

erly formulates the search into a graph theory problem. Note that some basic 

SVM classifiers have fewer supporting vectors due to the good data separabil

ity of the dataset. When their inputs need some energy-hungry features, such 

as Skew or Kurt, placing the classifiers in the sensor node may reduce the en

ergy consumption in computation, with a relatively small energy overhead on 

the wireless channel. The above results show that the proposed cross-end archi

tecture is a promising approach to improve the lifetime of the sensor node, and 

the Automatic XPro Generator provides a useful way to obtain a practical XPro 
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design automatically and effectively. 

6.5.6 Energy Overhead of XPro on Aggregator 

In wearable computing, the energy impact on the aggregator is much less sen

sitive compared to the sensor node because 1) the aggregator can be equipped 

with a large-capacity battery ( e.g., 3000mAh in aggregator vs. 40mAh in sensor), 

and 2) it is very convenient for the aggregator to recharge or replace batteries. 

To increase the comprehensiveness of our evaluation for XPro, we also quanti

tatively evaluate the energy overhead on the aggregator. Considering that the 

sensor node engine has no functional cells in the aggregator, we focus on the 

comparison between the aggregator engine and cross-end engine here. 

We use gem5 [161] to simulate a widely-used mobile CPU, ARM Cortex AS. 

We also adopt McPAT [162] to collect the power consumption of the functional 

cells in the aggregator that are implemented with C++ library (implementing 

the back-end functional cells in software provides the flexibility for the aggre

gator such as a smartphone to work with different sensor nodes). As shown in 

Figure 6.12, the energy overhead of the proposed cross-end architecture is less 

than half of the aggregator engine. Compared with the aggregator engine, the 

cross-end engine has potentially fewer functional cells in the aggregator and al

so allows the aggregator to enter into low-power states when the data are being 

processed in the sensor node. As an example, if the aggregator has a 2900mAh 

battery (iPhone 7) with 3.5V voltage, the aggregator can empower XPro for more 

than 52 hours, and this lifetime can be easily extended beyond 100 hours if op

erating at a lower sampling and analyzing rate. Given this low impact on the 

aggregator, the proposed XPro is a highly viable design in practice. 
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Figure 6.12: Energy overhead on the aggregator. 

6.6 Summary 

Wearable computers, equipped with sensors, are transforming healthcare ap

plications. Integrating analytic engines with wearable computers is in urgent 

demand. In this chapter, we investigate a cross-end approach that has large

ly been unexplored, and present XPro, a cross-end analytic engine architecture 

for wearable computing. It is able to realize a generic classification and also 

improve the battery lifetime of wearable sensors without compromising the de

lay in the wearable computing system. We also developed an Automatic XPro 

Generator that can efficiently and effectively generate XPro according to the de

sign constraints. Evaluation results demonstrate significant advantages of XPro 

in both energy-efficiency and processing delay over state-of-the-art approaches. 

Evaluation results show that XPro can increase the battery life by 2.4X and re

duce delay by 60.8% over the in-aggregator approach, and improve the battery 

life by 1.6X and reduce delay by 15.6% over the in-sensor approach. 



Conclusion 

7.1 Summary 

In this dissertation, we introduced a holistic compressed sensing based frame

work to build up an energy-efficient wearable system. We thoroughly analyzed 

the factors which will impair the energy-efficiency of the wearable system and 

proposed effective solutions correspondingly. Moreover, we also explored bet

ter energy-efficiency for wearable system from computing part of analytic en

gme. 

Design freedom agility from both architectural level and circuit level was 

discussed in Chapter 4. We identified that quantization effect is a very signif

icant yet easily ignored factor to influence the energy-efficiency for wearable 

system. We proposed configurable compressed sensing architecture based on 

sampling rate and quantization effect. A comprehensive experiment is also con

ducted to demonstrate the advantages of our proposed configurable CS archi

tecture. 

In Chapter 5, we designed a dynamic knob to adjust the wearable system ac-
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cording to the biosignal dynamics. The human body is a dynamic balanced en

vironment, which induces bio-signal a dynamic nature. Specifically, the signal 

sparsity varied as the time went. The design of our dynamic knob is formulated 

as a dynamic programming problem to minimize the energy overhead on the 

sensor end. The simulation results verified the low-power and high-accuracy 

properties. 

Due to the low duty cycle of meaningful bioevents in wearable system, we 

proposed coarse-to-fine information screening architecture in Chapter 6. We 

employed hardware-friendly Softmax in the sensor end to screen the low-effort 

samples. For the high-effort ones, they would be transmitted back to the server 

and executed by deep-learning based fine-grained analyzer. The experimen

t showed that our information screening architecture can greatly improve the 

energy-efficiency of the wearable system. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, we exploited a novel cross-end architecture to guide an 

energy-efficient layout for computing components across both sensor end and 

aggregator end. We broke the design idea of "as a whole" for analytic engine in

to fine-grained computing primitives. The smaller computing granularity em

powers us an opportunity to explore the optimal layout for energy-efficiency. 

We designed an automatic XPro generator based on graph theory. The exper

iments indicated that our XPro could improve the energy efficiency of sensor 

node and the throughput of the entire wearable system. 

7.2 Future Scope 

There are also some potential directions to continue this dissertation. For the 

sensing part, more high-level design freedom can be explored for further im-
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provement of energy savings, such as signal segment length. An automatic 

controller which can set the configuration of the confidence threshold in the 

coarse-grained screening module for coarse-to-fine information screening ar

chitecture to improve the energy-efficiency of the entire system further is also 

highly motivated. Another promising direction is to embed the state-of-the-art 

deep learning models into wearable system. This may need tackle the memory 

and computation challenges. 
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